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Zusammenfassung
Staub spielt eine wichtige Rolle nicht nur bei der Temperaturbilanz astrophysikalischer Sys-
teme wie protoplanetare Akkretionsscheiben, Moleku¨lwolken, dem interstellaren Medium und
den Atmospha¨ren von Sternen und Planeten, sondern auch bei astrophysikalischen Prozessen
wie der Bildung von Sternen und Planeten. Unterschiede in Gro¨ße, Zusammensetzung und
Kristallstruktur der Staubteilchen lassen Ru¨ckschlu¨sse ziehen auf dynamische Prozesse (z.B.
in Akkretionsscheiben) und spielen eine Schlu¨sselrolle fu¨r das Versta¨ndnis insbesondere der
Fru¨hphasen der Bildung (erda¨hnlicher) Planeten in der Umgebung junger Sterne. Die wichtig-
ste Methode, um Staubpopulationen in verschiedenen Objekten (heutzutage sogar in ver-
schiedenen Bereichen ein und desselben Objektes) zu untersuchen, ist Infrarotspektroskopie.
Eine zentrale Rolle spielt dabei die 10 µm Si-O Streckschwingungs-Bande des Silikatstaubs,
weil Silikat die Hauptkomponente des Staubes im Weltraum ist. Diese Bande kann vom Erd-
boden aus beobachtet werden. Staubteilchen im interstellaren Medium bestehen hauptsa¨chlich
aus amorphem Silikatstaub, wa¨hrend das Vorkommen von kristallinen Silikaten aus Beoach-
tungen im mittleren Infrarot bei zirkumstellaren Scheiben um junge Herbig Ae/Be Sterne
(z.B. Malfait et al 1998; Meeus et al 2001), bei entwickelten Sternen (Molster et al. 2002), bei
TTauri Sternen (TTSs; Meeus et al. 2003, Honda et al. 2003) und bei den Wega-a¨hnlichen
Sternen HD 145263 und β Pic (z.B. Honda et al. 2004; Okamoto et al. 2004) bekannt ist.
Die Analyse der infraroten Emissionsbanden - insbesondere des Bandenprofils bei 10 µm - er-
laubt, Ru¨ckschlu¨sse zu ziehen u¨ber Staubwachstum und Kristallisation, die in den Fru¨hphasen
junger zirkumstellarer Scheiben bei der Entwicklung zu Planetensystemen auftreten. Dennoch
ist die Analyse beobachteter Infrarotspektren sehr komplex, da nicht nur die mineralogischen
Eigenschaften wie Kristallstruktur und chemische Zusammensetzung die Form und Intensita¨t
des einzelnen spektralen Merkmals bestimmen, sondern auch Gro¨ße, Form und die Agglomer-
ation der Teilchen einen Einfluss ausu¨ben. Daher sind umfangreiche Laboranalysen derartiger
Einflu¨sse notwendig, um die Spektren interpretieren zu ko¨nnen. Staub mit hoher Konden-
sationstemperatur kann als Kondensationskeim fu¨r Partikel mit niedrigerer Kondensation-
stemperatur - wie Silikate - wa¨hrend der weiteren Abku¨hlung aufgrund von Ausdehnung di-
enen. Daher mu¨ssen Staubteilchen in sauerstoffreichen AGB-Sternen, die die Hauptquelle von
kosmischem Staub sind, Spezies mit hoher Kondensationstemperatur einschließen. Tatsa¨chlich
zeigen AGB-Sterne sehr starke Emissionslinien bei 13 und 19µm, die von Korund, Spinell und
Rutil stammen. Um das Versta¨ndnis vom Vorhandensein einer ersten Spezies zu einer ganzen
Kondensationssequenz von Staubteilchen zu erweitern, ist es notwendig, auch Arten mit hoher
Kondensationstemperatur zu beru¨cksichtigen. Desweiteren ist die Bildung von Silikaten nicht
vollsta¨ndig verstanden - obwohl sowohl kristalline als auch amorphe Silikate in vielen astro-
physikalischen Objekten entdeckt worden sind. Daher ist die Entwicklung von Spezies mit ho-
her Kondensationstemperatur wichtig zur Untersuchung der Bildung von Silikatstaubteilchen.
Heutzutage sind die Bandenprofile, die zum Vergleich mit optischen Spektren benutzt werden,
meist aus Modellrechnungen entnommen, wobei meist einfache Modelle - wie spha¨rische oder
ellipsoidale Formen der Staubteilchen - zugrunde gelegt werden. Derartige Rechnungen sind
ungenau, weil die wirklichen Formen der Staubteilchen irregula¨r sind. Zur Zeit sind Labormes-
sungen an realen Staubteilchenzusammensetzungen nicht in der Lage, exakte Bandenprofile
fu¨r einen direkten Vergleich zu liefern, weil die Proben von einem Medium (KBr) umgeben
sind, welches Einfluss nimmt auf die elektromagnetische Polarisation (Fabian et al. 2001).
Ich habe im Rahmen dieser Arbeit eine neue Methode entwickelt, mit der Extinktionsspek-
tren ohne den elektromagnetischen Einfluss umgebender Medien gemessen werden ko¨nnen.
Mit Hilfe der Aerosoltechnik (Hinds 1999) habe ich Extinktionsspektren von amorphen wie
kristallinen Silikaten, Quarz und Spezies mit hoher Kondensationstemperatur im mittleren
Infrarot aufgenommen, die direkt mit beobachteten Spektren verglichen werden ko¨nnen. Ich
untersuchte die Unterschiede zu den mit der KBr-Methode aufgenommen Daten, indem ich
die Lage der Maxima der Bandenprofile bestimmte und verglich. Desweiteren habe ich die
Staubko¨rner elektronenmikroskopisch untersucht, um morphologische Einflu¨sse (Gro¨ße, Form,
Agglomeration) auf das gemessene Profil zu untersuchen.
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Chapter1
Introduction
Dust grains are not only crucial players for controlling the thermal balance in astrophysical en-
vironments such as protoplanetary accretion disks, molecular clouds, the interstellar medium,
and atmospheres of stars and planets, but also in astrophysical processes such as star and
planet formation. Changes in size, composition, and crystallinity of the dust grains indicate
dynamical processes (e.g. in accretion disks) and hold a key to understanding specifically the
early formation of terrestrial (Earth-like) planets in the environments of young stars. The
most important technique, which makes it possible to obtain information about the dust pop-
ulations in different objects (and nowadays even at different regions within one object), is
infrared spectroscopy. One of the most important roles is played by the 10 µm Si-O stretching
band of silicate dust because silicates are the major dust component in most dusty media in
space, and this band can be observed from the ground.
In fact, solid particles in the interstellar medium consist mainly of amorphous silicate dust
grains (see review by Whittet 1992), whereas the presence of crystalline silicates has been con-
firmed via mid-infrared observations in circumstellar disks around the relatively bright young
Herbig Ae/Be (HAEBE) stars (e.g., Malfait et al. 1998; Meeus et al. 2001), for evolved stars
(Molster et al. 2002), the T Tauri stars (TTSs; Meeus et al. 2003), the TTS Hen 3-600 (Honda
et al. 2003), and the Vega-type stars HD 145263 and β-Pic (e.g., Honda et al. 2004; Okamoto
et al. 2004). Analysis of the infrared emission bands and especially the 10 µm band profile of
such silicate grains has allowed one to find indications of grain growth and crystallization that
trace the early evolution of young circumstellar disks toward planetary systems (van Boekel et
al. 2005). However, the analysis of observational infrared spectra is very complex for an accu-
rate interpretation, since not only mineralogical properties such as crystallinity and chemical
composition determine the shape and intensity of the distinctive spectral features, but also
size, shape, and agglomeration of the grains exert an influence. Thus, exhaustive laboratory
studies of these influences on the silicate dust bands are essential for an appropriate interpre-
tation of the observed spectra.
High condensation temperature species can serve as seeds for lower condensation tempera-
ture ones such as silicates during further cooling due to expansion (Dorschner, private commu-
nication). Thus, dust grains in oxygen-rich asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars, which are
main dust production sources, must be composed of high condensation temperature species.
In fact, oxygen-rich AGB stars show very strong 13 and 19 µm emission features which are
conceived of high condensation temperature species such as Al2O3 (corundum), MgAl2O4
(spinel), and TiO2 (rutile). Moreover, high temperature condensates are important because
they contribute significant opacity when no other grains are present, even though they are
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not as abundant as the silicate or iron grains. If they are not included, the opacity may be as
much as two orders of magnitude too low. Once the more abundant grains begin to condense,
these low abundance grains lose their significance. But when they are the only grains present,
they can be quite important. Early calculations of grain opacity did not include these species,
so it was quite surprising to see the changes when they were included. They are significant
only over a narrow range of temperatures, but it is an important transition region between
the molecular regime to the dust regime (Alexander, private communication). In order to
deepen the understanding from a first condensed species out of gas to a whole condensation
sequence of dust grains, it is necessary to take the investigation of high condensation tempera-
ture species into account. In addition, although both crystalline and amorphous silicates have
been detected in many astrophysical environments, the formation of silicates is not perfectly
understood. The evolution of high condensation temperature species ought to hold a key to
clarify the formation of silicate dust grains as well.
Currently, band profiles that are used for comparison with observed spectra are mostly
calculated, assuming simple geometrical models such as spherical or ellipsoidal grain shapes.
Predictions based on these calculations are uncertain because in reality the grain shape might
be irregular. So far, laboratory measurements on real particle ensembles have not been able
to provide exact band profiles for a direct comparison due to the use of an embedding medium
(KBr) in the sample preparation, which changes the band profile substantially by the influence
of its electromagnetic polarization (Fabian et al. 2001). I adopt a new method for laboratory
measurements of extinction spectra avoiding the influence of electromagnetic interaction with
solid embedding media. Applying the aerosol technique (Hinds 1999), I obtain extinction
spectra in the mid-infrared region of both amorphous and crystalline silicates, silica, and the
high condensation temperature species which are directly comparable to observed spectra. I
investigate the differences to KBr-measured band profiles by deriving peak positions from the
band profiles measured with both methods. Furthermore, I use electron-microscopic investi-
gation of the grains to associate morphological (size, shape, agglomeration) influences on the
measured profile.
Experimentally measured extinction spectra of free-flying particles relevant to astrophysical
materials in the infrared region with attention to the morphological influences are dealt with
in this thesis. The next chapter will describe the characteristics of astrophysical dust grains
including a discussion of the interaction of light with these dust grains. For this purpose, the
four theoretical approaches (Mie, Rayleigh-Gans, continuous distribution of ellipsoids (CDE),
and discrete dipole approximation (DDA)) are addressed together with the explanation of op-
tical constants requisite for theoretical calculations since the optical properties of dust grains
can be described by frequency-dependent optical constants. In chapter 3, I summarize the
fundamental chemical structure and behavior of silicates (olivine and pyroxene), silica, spinel,
corundum, and rutile which are directly responsible for the band profiles. In chapter 4, I
present a crucial difference between the aerosol and KBr pellet techniques including a discus-
sion of advantages and disadvantages of them. The experimental set up of the devices are
detailed with a part by a part description. Moreover, all the samples, which are actually used
in both the aerosol and KBr pellet measurements, are listed along with respective transmission
electron microscope (TEM) images and the explanations of the sample preparation methods.
In chapter 5, I demonstrate the morphological effects through both the aerosol and KBr pel-
let technique experiments. Seven grain species with 18 different dust samples are examined.
The measured profiles are compared with calculations for some cluster shapes applying the
different theoretical approaches. The observed emission spectra of various astronomical ob-
jects such as a comet, HAEBE, T Tauri, Vega-type, and AGB stars are analyzed with the
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experimentally measured spectra in chapter 6. Finally, conclusion and future perspectives of
dust investigations are discussed in chapter 7.
3
Chapter2
An Essential Role of Astrophysical Dust Grains
2.1 What is the main source of dust grains in the
universe?
The evolutionary history of stars can be expressed in two crucial relationships which are lumi-
nosity with effective temperature (or spectral types) and luminosity with mass in Hertzsprung-
Russell diagram (HR diagram) as shown in Fig. 2.1. For instance, our Sun is now located on
the main sequence where approximately 90 % of stars lie as well (Note: about 10 % of the stars
are white dwarfs). The age of the Sun is considered to be about 5×109 years from geologists’
view points. After the Sun has remained on the main sequence for 10 billion years, it will
evolve to a red giant that is much more luminous and cool in temperature (Morrison & Wolff
1990; Smith 1995). It has been thought that dust formation mainly takes place in the outflow
of red giants, which less than 1 % of the stars (Gehrz 1989).
The main energy production of stars is nuclear fusion in the central stellar core to burn
hydrogen into helium, helium into carbon, carbon into heavier elements. Hydrogen fusion
occurs in the center of stars while they are on the main sequence. In other words, nearly all
stars continuously convert hydrogen to helium for about 90 % of their total lifetimes. When all
the hydrogen in the core has been exhausted, hydrogen fusion must be ended. Although the
hottest place is still the stellar center, heat energy leaks out consecutively. Then, the temper-
ature would decrease if the core does not collapse. As a result of that, the gas pressure cannot
sustain the weight of the core layer that is situated the exterior core as shown in Fig. 2.2.
Gravity holds a dominant position in this circumstance instead of the pressure for a while as
all of the stellar evolution is controlled by the relation between pressure and gravity. When
the core layer upsets the balance, the core will be shrunk by force which induces a thermal
rising. Due to both the heat via the shrinkage of the core and the leakage from the core, the
temperature of its surrounding region rises. In consequence, the temperature becomes high
enough to be able to start hydrogen fusion in a shell around the core. The energy released
from the helium core shrinkage is absorbed by the surrounding materials which causes the
central core region to heat up and gives rise to the expansion of a star. Since the expansion
results in cooling down the surface layer, the star becomes red. Simultaneously, the gravita-
tional collapse heats up the hydrogen which encloses the shrinking core; therefore, hydrogen
fusion takes place there energetically and maintains higher temperatures to increase in total
luminosity. Stars with high luminosity and cool surface temperatures are so-called red giants
(Morrison & Wolff 1990).
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Figure 2.1: Schematic H-R diagram from Smith (1995) and Morrison & Wolff (1990). Our Sun is
on the Main sequence.
Approximately 10 % of the star’s hydrogen must be converted to helium before the star
leaves the main sequence (Note: the position of a star along the main sequence is determined
by mass). This conversion rapidly occurs in stars with higher luminosity and more mass. Since
the total rate of energy generation in a star must be equal to its luminosity, the hydrogen of
the core is used up rapidly in very luminous stars (see more details in Morrison & Wolff 1990).
The most important condition for dust formation is low temperature combined with high
density in order to produce condensates stable against evaporation. Regions with low temper-
ature usually occur only at a significant distance above the photosphere with densities that
are orders of magnitude lower than in the photosphere of stars (Habing and Olofsson 2004).
Since red giants and supergiants (higher luminosity than the red giants) belong to the
asymptotic giant branch (AGB), they are also called the AGB stars that can be divided into
3 types depending on the carbon/oxygen (C/O) ratio in their atmosphere: the oxygen-rich
M-type stars (C/O <1), the carbon-rich C-type stars (C/O >1), the S-type stars (C/O ≈1).
Only the oxygen-rich stars are considered in this study.
Particularly, these AGB stars undergo almost 90 % of total stellar mass loss. As a result,
the largest amount of dust grains are contributed into the interstellar medium (ISM). During
the last stages of stellar evolution, the AGB stars are surrounded by an optically thick dust
shell in which small solid particles are condensed out of the cooling gas phase as above. Also,
supernovae and nova explosions expell dust grains which are produced in outflows from them
(Sedlmayr 1994; Gail & Sedlmayr 1999).
2.2 Dust grain formation
It has been suggested that simple metal oxide condensation species (e.g. MgO, SiO, FeO etc...)
play an important role in grain formation for oxygen-rich stars. A reduction in monoatomic
species is seen as both the gas temperature and the mass density of the species decrease due
to a recombination of the plasma. As the distance from the envelope of a star increases, much
more complex molecules are formed. When the temperature is below 1500 K, some certain
atoms and molecules react on the surfaces of dust grains because they are never able to react
in the gas (Gould & Salpeter 1963). In initial condensation process, appropriate molecules are
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Figure 2.2: A cross section diagram of a AGB star interior from Ohnaka (2006).
combined to form small clusters as nucleation seeds which may have further chemical reactions
(e.g. adding proper molecules) to increase in size to micron. At the same time, a chain of the
chemical reactions is the cause of the formation of complicated chemical compounds.
The critical cluster is the first thermodynamically stable element to be formed in a super-
saturated condition via the molecule-grain transition (Feder et al. 1966). If all clusters are
smaller than N∗ (N<N∗)1, they are thermally unstable and have a tendency to evaporate.
Conversely, if all clusters are larger than N∗ (N>N∗), they are thermally stable and will grow.
The critical cluster growth is a thermodynamical process with taking growth timescale into
account. In addition, a variety of dust grain structures is influenced by the local chemistry
and the thermodynamical conditions (Sedlmayr 1994).
2.3 Potential dust grain structures
Fig. 2.3 represents a diagram for the different sorts of possible grain structures which may
form under various astrophysical conditions.
2.3.1 Homogeneous grains
The formation of crystalline structures (e.g. monocrystalline, polycrystalline, amorphous)
has been determined to occur in the homogeneous grain condensation process with differ-
ent timescales (see more details of the crystallization in Chap. 3).
2.3.2 Heterogeneous grains: Dirty grains
Dominik et al. (1993) discussed dirty particles which are formed with a non-stoichiometric
composition under conditions in which the supersaturation ratio (S) of various atomic and
1N is the number of monomer particle; N∗ is the critical cluster size which maximizes value of the enthalpy of
formation ∆H◦f for a given temperature and density. The enthalpy of formation (∆H
◦
f ) denotes the internal
energy change via releasing and absorbing energy associated with the formation of a compound from its
constituent elements (Bejan et al. 1996). The subscripted ”f” signifies formation and ”◦” means standard
conditions.
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Figure 2.3: A diagram of potential grain structures via the grain growth process based on Sedlmayr
(1994).
molecular condensation species are larger than unity, and then these species are sedimented
on the surface of a critical cluster to form the heterogeneous ones. Although the critical
cluster formation needs to have high supersaturation ratio (S1), grain growth will proceed
if the supersaturation ratio is greater than unity (S>1) with respect to each species (Jeong et
al. 1999).
2.3.3 Heterogeneous grains: Core-mantle grains
Another possible heterogeneous grain structure is the so-called ”core-mantle” grains. As the
distance from the surface of a star increases, the chemical conditions vary because the local
temperature and density change as well. Consequently, different proportions and varieties of
condensed dust grains form in different regions. When a condensed dust grain in a stellar wind
moves outward, the grain is surrounded by other sorts of chemically dominant species; as a
result, an onion-shell type of dust grain structure is formed. In fact, this onion-shell structure
has been seen in the carbonaceous chondrites (Greshake et al. 1996; 1998). Furthermore, it is
conceivable that a typical interstellar grain is composed of a small solid grain (e.g. silicate) core
surrounded by an icy mantle (e.g. H2O, CH4, NH3) as shown in Fig. 2.4(a). The grains in the
interstellar clouds (e.g. molecular clouds) continue to grow by accreting additional molecules
for the outermost (Morrison & Wolff 1990).
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Figure 2.4: (a) Cross-sectional diagram of a core-mantle grain in interstellar clouds from Morrison
& Wolf (1990). Illustrations for the two types of aggregates from Kozasa et al. (1992):
(b) The BPCA (close-packed structure) with N=1024 particles (c) The BCCA (fluffy
structure) with N=1024 particles.
2.3.4 Heterogeneous grains: Ionized grains
If there ionizing UV-photons are present, some of the molecules and atoms will be ionized
to generate free electrons. The affected dust grains will become negatively charged which
increases the constructive collision rate for grain growth.
The universe consists of 99 % plasma (e.g. Graps 2006) and dust grains in astrophysical
environments are actually charged by collisions with electrons and ions and by photoelectric
emissions via interaction of incident UV radiation in general. The charging process of UV
radiation and collisions with charged dust particles control the sign and the magnitude of the
net particle charge (Abbas et al. 2004). Particularly, the collision process of the charged parti-
cles is closely related with grain coagulation which accelerates due to the Coulomb attraction
between the oppositely charged particles (a detailed explanation of the coagulation process
will be in Sec. 2.3.5). Horanyi et al. (1990) stated that the coagulating particles gather elec-
trostatic charges in plasma environment, and Simpson et al. (1979) demonstrated a reduction
of the grain coagulation rate via the electrically same sign of nonzero charged grains. Hence,
the charge of a dust grain strongly influences the physical properties of dusty plasmas.
2.3.5 Heterogeneous grains: Coagulation of grains
Whereas grain coagulation processes do not play a crucial role in stellar winds because the
timescales are too short (Dominik et al. 1989), these processes are the most important process-
ing during the early stages of planet formation. Dust coagulation means that dust particles
collide and adhere mutually to form larger aggregates.
This fundamental process of planet formation starts with collision of micron-sized dust par-
ticles through mainly the action of the van der Waals forces to adhere the particles to each
other (Weidenschilling & Cuzzi 1993). In consequence, the micron-sized particles grow to form
planetesimals with a diameter of a few kilometers to a few tens of kilometers. There is obser-
vational evidence of some dust grain coagulation in young circumstellar disks (e.g. Throop
et al. 2001; van Boekel et al. 2003).
Fig. 2.4(b) and (c) show typical models of dust aggregates (Kozasa et al. 1992). The
structure of the aggregate in Fig. 2.4(b) is called ”the Ballistic Particle-Cluster Aggregates
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Figure 2.5: A diagram of dust grain cycle based on drawing from Dominik (2000).
(BPCA),” which grow by sticking of one particle by one particle to form compact (close-packed)
aggregates. Conversely, ”the Ballistic Cluster-Cluster Aggregates (BCCA)” in Fig. 2.4(c) are
formed by attaching dust aggregate with the same mass at a time. Thus, the BCCA is a
porous type of structure which contains significant proportion of vacuum along with solid
dust particles. These fluffy or porous aggregates can produce higher extinction per unit mass
than the compact aggregates (Iati et al. 2001) which signifies that fluffy grains are able to
increase dust opacities especially at long wavelengths (Ossenkopf 1991). It is important for
the understanding of the far-infrared and the sub-mm emissivity (λ>100µm) of very cold dust
grains existing in the ISM, especially in molecular cloud cores.
The optical properties of dust particles with irregular structures like porous aggregates have
simulated by the use of different theoretical approaches (e.g. Purcell and Pennypacker 1973;
Mishchenko 1990; Min et al. 2003) (see more details in Sec. 2.7). Since the dust particles which
exist in astrophysical environments, are more likely irregular structures rather than spherical
shapes and inhomogeneous, such particles influence the physical and chemical properties (see
Sedlmayr 1994). Accurate theoretical approaches are needed to determine their properties of
grains (This section is based on Sedlmayr 1994).
2.4 Evolution cycle of dust grains
After the dust grains are formed in the outflow of the AGB stars, they will be ejected into the
ISM (The mechanisms of dust grain formation in AGB stars are discussed in Sec. 2.1.). Simple
metal oxides are formed in M-stars with low mass loss rates (M˙<10−7 M/yr) as the main
dust sources (Posch et al. 2002). Moreover, although the process of silicate crystallization and
the formation of silicates from the simple metal oxides in the winds of AGB stars is not well
understood, crystalline silicates in the outflows of AGB stars with high mass loss rate have
been detected by the Infrared Space Observatory (ISO) (e.g. Waters et al. 1996; Molster et
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al. 2002). In most cases, the crystalline silicates are not dominant, but account for only 10 to
15 % of the dust compared with the amorphous silicates (Molster & Waters 2003).
After the largest amount of dust grains is expelled into the ISM, they undergo destruction
and/or modification. The size of the dust grains is approximately 0.01 to 0.1 µm in the ISM.
Dust grains expose themselves to danger due to evaporation if they accrete icy mantles. Unless
sputtering occurs, refractory materials (e.g. silicates, graphite, SiC, hydrocarbon) are exceed-
ingly durable. When an incident atom moves with an adequate speed (V>50 km/h), it moves
one of the atoms in the lattice out of place. This process is called sputtering and gives rise to
the destruction of the grains. A supernova with an energy 5×1043 J may be able to achieve
the shock velocity to destroy all dust grains in a mass of gas of about 300 M (e.g. masses of
dense core regions in molecular clouds are about 100 to 1000 M (Illingworth 1994)) (Dyson
& Williams 1997).
The most important role of dust grains in the ISM is to retain the thermal balance and
reduce the UV radiation that leads to molecular dissociations to support the formation of the
most abundant interstellar molecule, H2 (Mathis 1990). The ISM is fundamentally composed
of two regions. HI regions, which include diffuse clouds, contain neutral hydrogen. These re-
gions are surrounded by tenuous hot hydrogen gas (1000-10000 K) whereas the temperature of
the regions themselves is approximately 70 K. HII regions are the other component of the ISM,
which are basically comprised of ionized hydrogen (Illingworth 1994). Molecular clouds are
primarily composed of molecular hydrogen (H2). In giant molecular clouds (GMCs), particle
densities are the order of 10 to 100 cm−3 (Spitzer 1982) and temperatures are approximately
80 K. The center of GMCs are exceedingly dense and lower in temperature about 10K. These
dense cores contain HII regions. It has been considered that most star formation takes place
in H2 molecule-rich GMCs which are the most massive objects in the Galaxy (Morrison &
Wolff 1990; Cowley 1995). Both molecular and diffuse clouds contain dust grains.
Another point in the ISM is that though crystalline silicates are formed in the outflow of the
AGB stars and ejected into the ISM, only amorphous silicates have been identified there so far.
It is difficult to consider that there is an active annealing process to form crystalline silicates
since the temperature of the dust grains in the ISM is about 10 to 100 K which is too far from
the annealing temperature for crystallization of silicates. Molster & Waters (2003) suggested
that crystalline silicates may be completely destroyed in the ISM or may be amorphized in
the ISM.
In star and planet formation scenarios, again crystalline silicates have been detected via
mid-infrared observations of circumstellar disks around relatively bright young Herbig Ae/Be
(HAEBE) stars (e.g. Malfait et al. 1998; Meeus et al. 2001), the T-Tauri stars (TTSs; Meeus
et al. 2003), and the TTS Hen 3-600 (Honda et al. 2003), which is an indication of either
active annealing processes to transform the amorphous phase to the crystalline one or of gas-
phase condensation (Bradley et al. 1983). Both amorphous and crystalline micron-sized dust
grains take part in planet formation. Especially, they become important players in terrestrial
(Earth-like) planet formation in the environments of young stars due to their varying size,
composition, and crystallinity.
After these small grains are consumed by planet formation, new dust grains will be mainly
produced from AGB stars and supernovae again. This repeated process is in a cycle as shown
in Fig. 2.5 (Dominik 2000) in which dust grains undergo continuous transformations such as
crystalline to amorphous phase, size due to the coagulation or destruction, and shape due to
the collisions.
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2.5 Relation between light and matter:
Basic concepts of extinction, absorption, and scattering
Dust grains scatter and absorb incident radiation. Thus, the grains do not only propagate
the radiation in different directions, but also they transform it into thermal energy. Radiation
interacts with matter via a number of mechanisms, including by radiative decay of collisionally
or radiatively excited bound states of atoms and molecules, radiative recombination following
a collisional ionization, and free-free emission in which a free electron in the neighborhood of
an ion or an atom looses kinetic energy.
If the radiation interacts with an atom, the electron of the atom is excited and promoted
from a low-energy level to a higher level (or levels) only when it absorbs a photon with exactly
the right energy. Since the energy of a photon depends on its wavelength, only photons of
certain wavelengths can be absorbed by an atom, which produces spectral absorption lines.
However, almost instantly (within nanoseconds) the electron drops down to its original level
because the excited atom is unstable and emits a new photon with the same wavelength as the
one it absorbed that corresponds to the energy difference between the levels at the first and at
the end of that movement2. Since atoms absorb the radiation, in consequence, they become
excited and immediately de-excite themselves and re-emit the radiation as emission lines. As
a result of the interaction with other particles, nuclei, atoms, or molecules, the atoms re-emit
photons in random directions, which is called scattering process (Seeds 1995).
On the other hand, if the excited atom collides with another atom before re-emitting the
photon, it may be a super-elastic collision in which the transformational energy of the actively
moving atom is increased. When the electron drops from a higher energy level to lower energy
level, it must give up the excess energy instead of emitting a photon and is converted into
kinetic energy (heat energy) of the colliding atoms. At that time, the photon is destroyed in
the process. This process is called absorption (Tatum 2006). Hence, the excess energy will be
transformed into thermal energy if an atom is in a dense medium which mostly result in ab-
sorption lines. Conversely, emission lines are produced because an atom will re-emit a recently
produced photon so as to release the excess energy if an atom is in a thin gas medium (at low
density) where the atom is not able to go through many collisions. Respective atoms have
their own distinctive electron orbits; therefore, there exists their own peculiar set of spectral
lines which have been practically utilized to identify the characteristics of each atom.
Since solid materials are composed of aggregate with many atoms and molecules, the funda-
mental processes of the absorption and scattering have also occurred solid grains as mentioned
above. Nevertheless, the characteristics of the solid materials have to be taken into consid-
eration in regard to the absorption and scattering processes. Solids and liquids are optically
dense, which is approximately 2-3 A˚ in the molecular separation, is much less than the wave-
length of the incident light. Electric charges (electrons and protons) in the solid materials are
induced oscillatory motion by the electric field of the incident wave when an electromagnetic
radiation penetrates the material; therefore, absorption takes place over a range of frequencies,
and excited atoms lose their energy by intermolecular collisions rather than emitting photons
in dense solids. Once the incident radiation comes into the solid material, the incident wave
will be entirely extinguished in the material. As soon as the incident wave reaches to the sur-
face of the material, it is refracted with the propagation velocity c/n where c is the speed of
light in vacuum and n is the refractive index (a real part; see more details in Sec. 2.7.1) due to
2The re-emitted photon will have the same energy only if the electron returns to the original state. If it
makes a transition to one or more intermediate states, then the wavelength will be different and longer.
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a change of medium. As a result, the secondary waves appear in the material. The refractive
index n varies depending on the number of molecules per unit volume and the polarizability
of a single molecule. Besides, the refractive index is a decisive factor of the scattering process.
The optical properties of a dust grain are fully defined by frequency-dependent optical con-
stants (see Sec. 2.7.1) (Bohren & Huffman 1983; Hecht 1987).
The attenuation of the incident electromagnetic radiation or Extinction is the summation
of the absorption and the scattering (Extinction = Absorption + Scattering). Extinction,
absorption, and scattering significantly depend on physical properties of dust grains; for ex-
ample, the effects of conductivity, crystallinity, shape, chemical composition, and size (Bohren
& Huffman 1983).
2.6 Absorption and emission lines in the IR region
Atomic absorption and emission lines frequently occur in the ultraviolet (UV) region, which
has enough energy to induce electron transitions in the energy range from roughly 3.3 eV
(' 0.38 µm) to 140 eV (' 0.009 µm). These energies have a crucial role in triggering many
chemical reactions. Unlike the UV, the infrared (IR) radiation affects mostly molecules, whose
vibrational and rotational frequencies lie in this range. The IR can be subdivided into mainly
three regions: the near IR with the range from 0.78 µm to 2.5 µm, the mid IR from 2.5 µm
to 50 µm, and the far IR from 50 µm to 1000 µm in wavelength. The vibrational spectra of
the molecules are able to be detected in the near and mid IR region whereas the rotational
spectra are predominantly detected in the far IR and microwave regions (Hecht, 1987).
For instance, diatomic molecules have an additional degree of freedom in comparison with
an atom in order to transform the state of motion of their constituent atoms referring to their
center of mass. Both vibrational and rotational motions take place simultaneously in the
diatomic molecules and are quantized. Each vibrational state has a unique set of rotational
levels. The molecules are able to absorb and emit energy because of the transition among
these levels (Atkins 1994).
Incident electromagnetic radiation can stimulate the rotational frequencies for only polar
molecules. Essentially, the radiation may be considered as an electromagnetic wave which
consists of electric and magnetic fields orthogonal each other. When the radiation interacts
with the molecules, the electric field of the incident wave exerts a torque on the electric dipole
of the molecule, causing it to rotate around the direction of the electric field. In other words,
only polar molecules can absorb a photon leading to a rotational transition. Though water
molecules are a good example of a polar molecule which efficiently absorbs radiation and
actively induces rotational transitions, non-polar molecules such as carbon, hydrogen, and
methane do not possess permitted rotational transitions for the absorption of photons. The
rotational energy levels for rigid molecules can be obtained by the Schro¨dinger equation (see
more details in Anderson 1971). The spectrum from the rotational transitions usually lies in
the far IR to the microwave regions (Hecht 1987).
The quantum energy of infrared photons is in the range between 0.001 eV (' 1240 µm) and
1.7 eV (' 0.73 µm) which fits the energy range of the quantum state separations of molecular
vibrations. When the electromagnetic radiation interacts with the simple diatomic molecules
and matches their vibrational frequency, the constituent atoms of the molecule can be excited
by photons and start vibrating with one of three basic different modes: asymmetric stretching,
bending, and symmetric stretching. The vibrational energy of the molecules are exposed in
the vibrational levels that depend on the modes. In vibrational transitions, it is not necessary
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for the molecules to be polar. Even if the molecule is non-polar, it may result in an oscillating
dipole which can interact with the electromagnetic field. Due to the IR absorption, the sub-
stances are heated up since the absorption process actively induces the molecular vibrational
transition (Atkins 1994).
Many molecules undergo both vibrational and rotational resonances in the IR and be-
come effective absorbers. Accordingly, the IR radiation is also called heat or thermal waves
(Hecht 1987).
In solid materials, properties of solids (crystalline or amorphous) (Sec. 3.1 & 3.2), geomet-
ric structures in the crystalline state (Sec. 3.3), and their size have a close connection with
absorption and emission lines. The absorption of crystalline materials is led to electronic
transitions inside atoms and molecules at short wavelengths (UV region) whereas vibrations
of the crystal lattice give rise to the absorption at long wavelengths (IR region; Sec. 2.7.1).
Thus, the absorption line transitions strongly depend on the crystal structures.
2.7 Theoretical approaches
Laboratory measurements are compared with theoretical calculations which take into account
particle shape and size. It has recently become possible to utilize particular methods for
especially inhomogeneous structures and arbitrary shaped particles in order to calculate the
extinction, absorption, and scattering by solid particles. First of all, the role of optical con-
stants will be introduced so as to promote a better understanding of optical properties.
2.7.1 Optical constants
A solid particle obstructs the continuity of a light wave since the refractive index of the particle
is different from that of the surrounding medium. The refractive index is the ratio of the index
of one medium to that of another, and is an absolute value. When absorption is not significant,
the refractive index can be expressed by a real number. Conversely, if absorption is significant,
the refractive index of the material must be represented by a complex number. There are two
sets of quantities that are often used to describe optical properties. They are the real and
imaginary parts of the complex refractive index m
m = n + ik (2.1)
where n is the real part and k is the imaginary part. n and k are both non-negative. Whereas
the real number n directly relates to refraction, the imaginary k relates to absorption. More-
over, the real part n determines the phase velocity v
v =
c
n
(2.2)
where c is the speed of light. The imaginary part of the complex refractive index k determines
the attenuation of the wave as it propagates through the medium; therefore, the imaginary
part k is also called absorption index k of the material. Consequently, the refractive index is
expressed by a real number if the imaginary part k is very small and can be ignored due to
the insignificant absorption.
The complex refractive index m can be replaced by use of the complex dielectric function
or relative permittivity
ε = ε
′
+ iε
′′
(2.3)
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Figure 2.6: Schematic diagram of the Lorenz model with one-oscillator based on Bohren & Huffman
(1983). (a) The dielectric function of ε
′
and ε
′′
. (b) The refractive index of n and k.
The relation between the two properties is
ε = ε
′
+ iε
′′
= (n + ik)2 (2.4)
ε
′
= n2 − k2 (2.5)
ε
′′
= 2nk (2.6)
The material is assumed to be non-magnetic (µ=µ0). The pair of quantities (n, k) and (ε
′
, ε
′′
)
are referred to as the optical constants. As n and k are related to the phase velocity and atten-
uation of plane waves in matter, they are preferred to use in wave propagation. On the other
hand, ε
′
and ε
′′
are used in describing microscopic mechanisms (Bohren & Huffman 1983).
A determining factor of spectrum features is the close connection with surface modes of
particles. Surface modes explain ”phenomena, which involve resonant propagation of electro-
magnetic waves and energy transport parallel to the surface” (Schubert 2004). Accordingly,
the number and position of the peaks, intensity, and the bandwidth of the spectra are de-
pending on shape, size, chemical properties, and dielectric function of particles (Bohren &
Huffman 1983).
The absorption of crystalline materials at short wavelengths arises from electronic transi-
tions within atoms and molecules. On the other hand, vibrations of the crystal lattice cause
the absorption at long wavelengths. The lattice vibrations of crystals involve either acoustic
(e.g. longitudinal or transverse (LA or TA)) phonons or optical (e.g. longitudinal or transverse
(LO or TO)) phonons. (Note: a phonon is defined as a quantized mode of lattice vibration only
in solid crystal.) The acoustic vibrations do not cause the polarization to vary and interac-
tion with electromagnetic fields whereas the optical vibrations cause oscillatory displacements
(van der Vorst et al. 2006). The absorption takes place when an electromagnetic wave (IR
radiation) comes into a crystal lattice, and the TO phonon vibration will be induced (Saito
et al. 2004).
Since the Lorentz model treats the electrons and ions of substances as simple harmonic
oscillators, the dielectric function can be expressed as a function of frequency ω. Then, the
dielectric function of simple harmonic oscillators is written as
ε = 1 + χ = 1 +
ω2p
ω20 − ω2 − iγω
(2.7)
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through the equation of the oscillator motion
mx¨ + D x˙ + Kx = eElocal (2.8)
where χ is the electric susceptibility, ωp is the plasma frequency (ω
2
p=<e2/mε0: < is the num-
ber of oscillators per unit volume, e is the electron charge, m is the electron mass, and ε0 is
the vacuum permittivity), γ is a parameter which denotes the strength of anharmonic effects
in producing damping of the electromagnetic excitation (γ=D/m; D is the damping constant),
and ω0 is a resonant frequency (ω0=K/m; K is the spring constant), Elocal is the local field at
the position of a single oscillator. Fig. 2.6(a) shows the complex dielectric function (ε
′
, ε
′′
)
and the complex refractive index (n, k) is shown in Fig. 2.6(b) (Bohren & Huffman 1983).
The absorption effectively occurs around ω0. When ω<ω0, the real part n of the refractive
index gently increases. If the imaginary part k is much smaller than unity (k<<1), a sub-
stance becomes transparent. This is a normal dispersion region where the absorption does
not take place effectively. Conversely, if ω>ω0, the real part n becomes smaller than unity
in a region of active absorption which is the so-called anomalous dispersion region (Saito et
al. 2004). In anomalous dispersion range, the imaginary part ε
′′
and k values are very high,
and the real part ε
′
and n have a substantial difference at the peak positions as shown in
Fig. 2.7(a). The maximum k is shifted to shorter wavelength with respect to the maximum
ε
′′
and the curve is asymmetric for a strong oscillator in general. The real part n becomes
less than unity (n<1). In weak oscillator, on the other hand, the real part n is approximately
constant and is always greater than unity (n>1) in Fig. 2.7(b). Then, there is no detectable
maximum shift between k and ε
′′
. Unlike the case of strong oscillator, the resonance frequency
of the oscillator can be determined by observation of the imaginary part k alone (Note: The
resonance frequency ω0=maximum of ε
′′
=the transverse optical mode (TO mode); see more
details in Ro¨seler 1990).
Temperature variation influence the index of refraction. Especially, transparency is im-
proved by lowering temperature. Simultaneously, impurities and defects of solid materials
produce an effect on the temperature and frequency dependence of the imaginary part of the
refractive index in particular (see in Chap. 3 & Thomas 1991).
In the case of small spherical particles, the complex refractive index will be expressed as
m2 = −2 (2.9)
Thus, if the spherical particle is in surrounding medium, the complex dielectric function be-
comes
ε = −2εm (2.10)
where εm is the dielectric function of the surrounding medium (assuming that it is nonab-
sorbing). The frequency condition at ε
′
=-2εm and ε
′′≈0 is called Fro¨hlich frequency ωF which
correlates with the normal mode (uniform polarization mode). The Fro¨hlich frequency is gen-
erally equivalent to the frequency at the maximum absorption (ωF≈ω0) only for small spherical
grains (Rayleigh case). Moreover, the Fro¨hlich frequency shifts to longer wavelengths with an
increase in particle size and with higher values of εm.
The dielectric function varies greatly depending on the wavelength region as shown in
Fig. 2.8 (left panel). Debye relaxation influences occur in the microwave region whereas the
electronic transitions cause the absorption spectra at the UV region, and the lattice vibration
of the crystal induces the absorption in the IR. The numbers of resonances change with each
vibration mode; therefore, the optical properties of a substance are reflected by a set of various
resonances in Fig. 2.8 (right panel).
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Figure 2.7: Schematic diagram of quartz glass optical constants based from Ro¨seler (1990). (a) A
case of strong oscillator (anomalous dispersion region), the gray dotted line denotes the
resonance frequency (TO mode) and the blue line denotes the LO mode. (b) A case of
weak oscillator, The gray doted lines denotes the TO mode, and the maximum (λMax)
and minimum (λMax) peak positions for the real part of refractive index.
2.7.2 Mie and Rayleigh-Gans theories
The complex light scattering problem for uniform spheres was solved by Mie (1908) and De-
bye (1909). Mie theory is a complete solution for the interaction between a polarized plane
wave and a dielectric sphere with a complex refractive index (Bohren & Huffman 1983). This
is a wavelength dependent exact solution which does not have a specific criterion of the particle
size to apply for the method; however, as the size of a particle increases (d>2 µm), accuracy
of the calculation is gradually lost. On the one hand, Lord Rayleigh (1899) assumed that
the particles were far smaller than the wavelength of light, and denser than the surrounding
medium. Under these conditions, he proposed the Rayleigh-Gans theory which must satisfy
the criterion that the electromagnetic field within the scatterers should be closely approxi-
mated by the undistributed incident field. The theory assumes only that the particles are
spherical, isotropic, far smaller than the wavelength of an incident radiation, and denser than
the surrounding medium. Then, the conditions for the Rayleigh-Gans theory are
|m− 1|  1 (2.11)
x|m− 1|  1 (2.12)
where x is defined by x=2pia/λ (a is a radius of a particle; λ denotes the wavelength) and m
is the complex refractive index relative to the surrounding medium.
In addition, it is possible to calculate the optical properties of core-mantle dust grains by
making use of an extended version of the Mie theory which is also called an ”effective medium
theory (EMT)” or ”Maxwell-Garnett theory.” A basic principle is to obtain the average di-
electric function of the core and mantle materials to be applied in the Mie theory (Bohren &
Huffman 1983).
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Figure 2.9: A diagram of the linear 5 clusters which are composed of numerous dipole arrays (from
Mutschke, private communication).
2.7.3 Continuous distribution of ellipsoids (CDE)
In actual astrophysical environments, interstellar and circumstellar dust grains are not homo-
geneous spheres. It is necessary to take various particle shapes into account.
The continuous distributions of ellipsoids (CDE) method is an extended version of Rayleigh-
Gans theory for randomly oriented ellipsoidal particles. Hence, the same limitations on particle
size and absolute magnitude of the index of refraction are applied. Whereas a large spike of
absorption can be produced from the Mie calculation when the particle size is much smaller
than the wavelength, a broader absorption curve is produced via the CDE approach which
is a much better approximation to the laboratory measurements (more details in Bohren &
Huffman 1983).
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Figure 2.10: A diagram for five different geometrical shapes of clusters which are actually used in
the DDA and T-matrix calculations.
2.7.4 Discrete dipole approximation (DDA)
The discrete dipole approximation (DDA) was first introduced by Purcell & Pennypacker (1973)
to calculate the optical properties for arbitrary shapes and inhomogeneous structures. The
fundamental concept of this method is that a solid particle is replaced by an array of N point
dipoles in a lattice which has a spacing smaller than the wavelength of the incident radiation
as shown in Fig. 2.9. Positions of all dipoles retain the original grain shape (see more details
in e.g. Draine 1989, Draine & Goodman 1993, Draine & Flatau 1994).
The dipole numbers can be modified in the calculation. As the dipole numbers increase, the
peak positions of a band shift and start stabilizing. It is necessary to utilize dipole numbers
at least larger than 12000 to achieve sufficient accuracy of the calculations for the DDA (Note
that the dipole numbers depend on the grain numbers and shapes, so sufficiently high numbers
are needed).
The DDA (DDSCAT.6.1) code created by Draine & Flatau has been applied for comparison
(info. in http://www.astro.princeton.edu/∼Draine).
2.7.5 T-matrix
The T-matrix method can be used for calculating the optical properties of randomly oriented
non-spherical particles (e.g. Waterman 1971, Mishchenko 1990, Mackowski 1996). The averag-
ing, for instance, of the extinction cross-section (Cext) over the uniformly oriented distribution
of non-spherical particles is equivalent to the summation of diagonal elements of the T-matrix
which are calculated for any single orientation of the particle with regard to the natural ref-
erence frame (Mishchenko 1990).
Basically, although it is possible to calculate the extinction efficiency for arbitrary shapes
as in Fig. 2.10 with both the DDA and the T-matrix methods, the T-matrix method fails only
if the particles overlap each other. In other words, the particles must stick on the surfaces
mutually.
The T-matrix SCSMTM1 code developed by Mackowski (Mackowski et al. 1996) has been
used for comparison with experimental results. High multipole orders should be used for in-
creasing the accuracy of the calculations when using the T-matrix method in the same way as
the DDA. At least, it is desirable to use more than 15 multiple orders.
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Chapter3
Solid State Chemistry for Astrophysical
Materials
3.1 Amorphous materials
Solid materials can be divided into two categories: amorphous and crystalline solids.
First, I take amorphous solids into account. An amorphous solid is defined as ”having a
considerable degree of short range order in its nearest-neighbor bonds, but not the long range
order of a periodic atomic lattice” (Blakemore 1985). Precisely, long chainlike molecules are
interwoven with each other in the liquid state as one of possibilities. When the tempera-
ture drops, the liquid state transforms into the solid state. At that time, as the temperature
drops, the chainlike molecules do not move actively anymore; therefore, if the liquid is cooled
rapidly, the molecules do not have enough time to disentangle and line up in specific orders to
be crystallized. In consequence, an amorphous solid, which contains tangled and disordered
molecules, is formed in the end (Brady & Holum 1988).
Typical amorphous materials are glasses (e.g. quartz glass), gels (e.g. silica gel), amorphous
carbons (e.g. carbon blacks), amorphous semiconductors (e.g. amorphous silicon), ceramics,
and polymers (e.g. polystyrene) (Muraishi 2004). Since I used glass materials that are pro-
duced by melting (Sec. 4.4.2) and sol-gel processing (Sec. 4.4.3) in my experiments, I only
mention them in this section.
Many scientists refer to glass as a ”supercooled liquid” which signifies that the melted
amorphous materials are impossible to solidify into highly structural ordered crystals since
the molecules are not able to untangle themselves before they reach the glass transition point
at a low temperature. Moreover, this is one of the characteristics of amorphous solids that
there is no definite melting point unlike crystalline solids (Brady & Holum 1988). Because
the viscosity of a glass increases as the temperature drops, it is not able to allow molecules to
untangle and arrange in fixed geometric lattices (Blakemore 1985). As solid glass materials
are not in thermodynamic equilibrium, it is feasible to produce different states of glass by
controlling the cooling rate. For instance, a high density glass can be formed with very slow
cooling (Muraishi 2004).
A sol can be defined ”a colloidal suspension of solid particles in a liquid.” When the sol is
gelled to form a solid, that is a so-called ”gel”. Sol-gel processing produces amorphous ma-
terials by the use of the transformation phase from liquid into solid (I will discuss the sol-gel
processing in Sec. 4.4.3) (Brinker & Scherer 1990). Differences between SiO2 glass and silica
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Figure 3.1: Coordinate system of atoms vs. internal energy from Saito et al. (2004).
gel (SiO2), for example, can be identified by small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) because
X-rays reflect the electron density of material. As a result, the X-rays are scattered and then
it is practicable to measure the scattering angles which allow to verify the difference in the
materials (Muraishi 2004).
Since amorphous solids are composed of randomly oriented molecules, they are in unstable
conditions (metastable phases) of which more than one exists depending on the coordination
of the atoms. The internal energy of an amorphous material changes with the coordinate
state. Then, the coordinate state of the lowest energy should be a crystalline solid which has
a periodicity of the atomic coordinate system (Fig. 3.1). An amorphous solid is present at A,
B, and C which is conditional on sample preparation, irradiation and heating processes, and
preservational method of samples. In other words, the same amorphous materials may take
different metastable states.
3.2 Crystalline materials
In contrast to amorphous solids, crystalline solids have a regular atomic arrangement in a
fixed geometric pattern or lattice (Blakemore 1985). When a liquid phase of a material is
cooled, there are mainly two processes that take place when crystallization occurs. The first
case of crystallization occurs when a relatively low viscosity liquid reaches its freezing point
at which point crystallization starts (see Fig. 3.2(a)). During this process, the temperature
remains constant until the material is totally frozen. Thereafter, the temperature starts to
drop again in the solid substance. Another case occurs when a liquid does not begin to crys-
tallize even if it reaches the freezing point. In order to line up atoms in specific patterns, the
temperature keeps dropping below the freezing point as shown in Fig. 3.2(b). In consequence,
some part of the liquid starts to crystallize rapidly. The temperature increases and reaches
the freezing point again. This time, it stays constant at the freezing point until it has frozen
completely. Unlike amorphous solids, crystalline solids reveal a definite melting point (Brady
& Holum 1988). Besides, it is feasible to stimulate a transition from glass to crystal by an
annealing process (heating). When a glass material heats up to the glass transition point (Tg),
atoms of the material start to be aligned and crystallized (Zallen 2004). Some materials used
here have been formed by this process (more details in Sec. 4.4.2).
Physical properties such as hardness, conductivity, specific gravity, and melting points
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Figure 3.2: The crystallization and amorphous formation processes by temperature transitions from
Brady & Holum (1988). (a) General crystallization system. (b) Supercooling crystal-
lization. (c) Amorphous formation.
of the substances are determined by the nature and strengths of the attractive forces which
sustain the atoms and/or ions to each other. Fundamentally, crystals can be classified into
four types. Ionic crystals are composed of oppositely charged ions which attract each other
to generate very strong ionic bonds. Due to the strong attractive force, the ions remain very
tight bound; therefore, ionic crystals are very firm and tend to have high melting points. An-
other characteristic of ionic crystals is that they are generally brittle. When ions of opposite
charge face each other, a crystal is in a stable condition. However, if the crystal experiences
an external force which shifts a layer of ions, then ions of the same charge may face each other.
Electrically, large repulsive forces occur and cause the crystalline solid to fracture.
Molecular crystals consist of atoms or molecules which are positioned in lattices. Unlike
ionic crystals, the particles of the molecular crystals undergo rather weak intermolecular at-
tractions (e.g. dipole-dipole forces, London forces, and hydrogen-bonding). Thus, they are soft
and have low melting points. The most important forces to maintain the particles together
are dipole-dipole attractions in these crystals.
Covalent crystals are formed with covalently bonded atoms which are tightly connected in
lattice sites. These connections are stretched in all directions as a network for shaping a struc-
tured enormous molecule. Since the covalently bonded atoms have greatly strong attractive
forces to tie them together, covalent crystals are hard and tend to have high melting points.
The final crystal pattern is metallic crystals in which positive ions constitute periodic ar-
rangement and are embedded in an electron cloud. The electrons isolate these positive ions
so they line-up properly. Because the electrons are not strictly controlled by the positive ions,
they can freely move in the crystal structure which allows these materials to conduct electricity
effectively. Likewise, due to the free movement of the electrons, they allow transport of kinetic
energy through the crystalline solid; as a consequence, they conduct heat well. The melting
point of the metallic crystals are conditional on the charge of the positive ions. For instance,
since the Group IIA metals have a larger charge of the cations (Me2+) in comparison to the
Group IA metals (Me1+), the attractive force in the electron cloud is very strong which indi-
cates that the Group IIA metals have higher melting points than the Group IA ones (Brady
& Holum 1988) (Note: Me denotes ”Metal”).
In a mineral structure, these bonding systems combine with each other and create different
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Oxygen
Figure 3.3: Illustrations of the (SiO4)4− tetrahedron from Klein & Hurlbut (1993). Left panel: Close-
packing SiO4 tetrahedron models with different angles. Right panel: Independent tetra-
hedron with a unit composition (SiO4)4−.
types of bonding. For instance, the Si-O bond incorporates the covalent bond with ionic bond.
(Wenk & Bulakh 2004). The physical properties of solid-state structures play an important
role determining the response of the material to electromagnetic radiation. How are the astro-
physically relevant materials structured? And how do these materials have influence on the
astrophysical environments? I will look into the characteristics of the cosmic dust grains in
the next section.
3.3 Physical properties of astrophysical dust grains
I focus on mainly five substances such as silica, silicates, corundum, rutile, and spinel which are
considered to be condensed out from gas at relatively high temperature (T>1000K) (e.g. Gross-
man & Larimer 1974; Sharp & Huebner 1990). These dust grains exist in many different
astrophysical environments. I describe them one by one in the next subsections.
3.3.1 Silicates (olivine, silica, pyroxene)
The presence of crystalline silicates in circumstellar disks has first been revealed by the In-
frared Space Observatory (ISO) for the relatively bright young Herbig Ae/Be (HAEBE) stars
(e.g. Malfait et al. 1998; Meeus et al. 2001) and for evolved stars (e.g. Molster et al. 2002)
and later by Subaru/COMICS for the T Tauri star Hen 3-600 (Honda et al. 2003) and also for
the well-known Vega-type star β-Pictoris (Okamoto et al. 2004). On the other hand, although
crystalline silicates are lacking in the diffuse interstellar medium (ISM), it is known that 84.9 %
of the amorphous grains are olivine-like and 15.1 % of them are pyroxene-like toward Sgr A∗
(Kemper et al. 2004). Silica has been also identified in the T Tauri stars in Chamealeon I
(Meeus et al. 2003) and HD150193 in Herbig Ae/Be stars (Bouwman et al. 2001).
Silicates are defined as ”compounds containing silicon, oxygen, and one or more metals with
or without hydrogen” (Lewis 1993). In other words, silicates are composed of metallic elements
combined with either single or connected Si-O tetrahedra (SiO−4)4 that form a basic unit of
silicate structure (Pellant 1992). Silicates can be primarily divided into two mineral groups:
olivine and pyroxene. The olivine structure is formed with isolated tetrahedra (Fig. 3.3),
which are linked by chains of (Fe, Mg)O6 octahedra (Pellant 1992). One isolated tetrahedron
contains four oxygen ions (O2−) at the vertices of the tetrahedron and a silicon ion (Si4+) is
positioned to the center of the four oxygen anions resulting in a Si:O ratio of 1:4, such as
in forsterite (Mg2SiO4) (Wenk & Bulakh 2004). A silicon cation is sharing its total bonding
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Figure 3.4: Illustration of the orthorhombic crystal system which has four different sorts of Bravais
lattice from Saito et al. (2004).
energy with the four oxygen anions even though there exists electron sharing in the Si-O bond.
The single Si-O bond strength is equivalent to half of the total bonding energy in the oxygen
anion since each oxygen anion might bond to a Si cation of another tetrahedron to share the
oxygen anion. The potential number to bond the oxygen anion with the silicon cation differs
(it may be one, two, three, or all four of the oxygen anions in the tetrahedron) that affect
structural arrangements (Klein & Hurlbut 1993). Also, the general sum formula is a useful
tool to describe the olivine group as A2+B2+SiO4 (A and B are divalent cations) (Ja¨ger et
al. 1998). Particularly, Mg2+ and Fe2+ divalent cations are considered to be dominating to
form silicate, and major refractory materials in astrophysical environments are forsterite and
fayalite (Fe2SiO4). It is possible to substitute Mg
2+ for Fe2+ and vise versa to form forsterite
and fayalite, respectively (Ja¨ger et al. 1998).
Olivine belongs to the orthorhombic crystal system. There are seven crystal systems which
are described by a group of geometric symmetries with a fixed point to make a point group
in a lattice. In an orthorhombic system, though all axes meet angles of 90◦ (α=β=γ), the
lengths of the cell are not equal (a 6=b6=c) (Fig. 3.4; more details in e.g. Muraishi 2004, Blake-
more 1985, Ibach & Lu¨th 1991, Wenk & Bulakh 2004).
The idealized structural view of crystalline forsterite is shown in Fig. 3.5. Fig. 3.5(a) presents
two layers of hexagonal close-packing structure of oxygen in forsterite. Mg2+ ions are pre-
cisely arranged in octahedral interstices, and tetrahedral interstices are filled with Si4+ ions.
Fig. 3.5(b) represents an octahedral coordination. The differences in the color denote the lev-
els along the a-axis. Si4+ ions occupy the tetrahedral interstices. Only Mg2+ ions are ordered
in the octahedral interstices together with tetrahedra in Fig. 3.5(c) (Wenk & Bulakh 2004).
In fact, distortions occur in the crystalline structure. There are two slightly different
shapes of octahedra which are so-called M1 and M2. M1 is more distorted than M2 which
are shown in Fig. 3.6 (left panel). As for the olivines, (Mg, Fe)2SiO4, Mg fills up the M1 site,
and Fe2+ ions occupy the M2 site (Wenk & Bulakh 2004; Klein & Hurlbut 1993). A ”ball and
stick model” of crystal olivine structure is shown in Fig. 3.6 (right panel).
Furthermore, the magnesium to iron ratio of the olivine can be modified. The general
formula of the olivine composition is expressed as Mg2yFe2−2ySiO4. The subscript y is in the
range 0≤y≤1. By dint of the subscript variation, iron-rich or magnesium-rich olivine mate-
rials could be prepared as samples. 8 to 20 mass percent of FeO is contained in the mineral
olivine. The iron content of the olivine materials has an influence on band profiles (Ja¨ger et
al. 1998). For example, Koike et al. (2003) measured absorption spectra of crystalline olivines
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Figure 3.5: Different aspects of idealized crystalline forsterite structures fromWenk & Bulakh (2004).
(a) Close-packed structure with two layers. (b) An illustration of the octahedral coordi-
nation with two layers. The lower layer is denoted by light blue color. The tetrahedral
ions (Si4+) (yellow circles) occupy the tetrahedral interstices. (c) Illustration of the
tetrahedral coordination and the octahedral ions (Mg2+).
with a range of Mg/(Mg+Fe) in a laboratory experiment. The peak positions of forsterite
(the Mg-rich crystalline olivine (Mg2SiO4)) shift linearly to shorter wavelengths when the Fe-
rich fayalite (Fe2SiO4) is reached. As the Fe content increases, metal oxygen distances in the
crystal are stretched in the solid olivines which causes a broadening of the bands (Ja¨ger et
al. 1998).
Although silica (SiO2) does not exactly correspond to the definition of silicate, at this point,
I will describe it since SiO2 plays a quite important role on silicate formation via chemical reac-
tion. Unlike the silicates, silica belongs to the hexagonal crystal system the unit cell of which
is a hexagonal based right prism (Fig. 3.7, left panel). The melting point of SiO2 (quartz) is
1610◦C (Lide 1990). SiO2 is also composed of the basic unit of silicate minerals which is the
tetrahedron (SiO4)
4−. In the crystal structures of silica, all four oxygen ions of the tetrahedra
are shared with neighboring ones in a three-dimensional framework (see Fig. 3.7 right panel).
Thus, the Si:O ratio becomes 1:2 in this system (O=4×1/2) (Wenk & Bulakh 2004).
In the presence of free SiO2, forsterite is not stable and both forsterite and silica cause a
chemical reaction. The reaction can be expressed in a chemical equation:
Mg2SiO4(forsterite) + SiO2(silica) −→ 2MgSiO3(enstatite)
In consequence, enstatite is formed via this reaction (Klein & Hurlbut 1993).
A general formula of pyroxenes can be represented as XYZ2O6 where X signifies Fe
2+, Mg2+,
Ca2+, Mn2+, Na+, and Li+ in the M2 crystallographic site. Y indicates Mn2+, Fe2+, Mg2+,
Fe3+, Al3+, Cr3+, and Ti4+ in the M1 site. Z designates Si4+ and Al3+ in the tetrahedral
sites of a single chain site. In general, the X cations are larger than the Y cations in size.
The pyroxenes can be classified into several groups which are enstatite (MgSiO3), wollastonite
(CaSiO3), and ferrosilite (FeSiO3) (Klein & Hurlbut 1993). I focus only on enstatite here. The
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Figure 3.6: Left panel: Illustration of actual olivine crystalline structure with both octahedra and
tetraheda sites from Wenk & Bulakh (2004). T indicates the tetrahedra site whereas
M1 and M2 designate the octahedra sites. M1 (Mg) octahedra are exceedingly distorted
compared to M2 (Fe2+) ones in the olivine case. Right panel: A ball and stick model for
the crystal structure of olivine (Mg, Fe)2SiO4 from Bartelmehs (1997).
(SiO4)
−4 tetrahedra form a single tetrahedral chain in which two O2− ions of each tetrahedron
are shared with neighboring tetrahedra. This structure is called inosilicates structure class
(Fig. 3.8, left panel). The resultant Si:O ratio in this enstatite system will be 1:3 (Werk &
Bulakh 2004). Thus, pyroxene structure is originated in single SiO3 chains that are parallel
to the c-axis.
Most pyroxenes belong to the crystal systems orthorhombic (space group Pbca) shown in
Fig. 3.4 and monoclinic (space group P21/c) in Fig. 3.8 (right panel) (Klein & Hurlbut 1993).
When pyroxenes hold cations which have significantly larger radii than Mg2+ (e.g. Ca2+) ions,
these pyroxenes are the so-called clinopyroxenes and classified into the monoclinic crystal sys-
tem. Synthetic Mg-pyroxenes, which are produced via a melting process, normally belong to
this kind (Ja¨ger et al. 1998). In contrast to the orthorhombic crystal system, the monoclinic
system has a pair of perpendicular vectors, and one angle β can be other than 90◦ (Saito et
al. 2004). Natural MgSiO3, which is formed by the monoclinic crystal structure, has a melting
point at 1557◦C (Lide 1990). Conversely, the most familiar Mg-Fe pyroxenes are regarded as
orthopyroxenes and classified into the orthorhombic system. These orthopyroxenes vary their
names with FeO content. If an orthorhombic pyroxene has an FeO content between 0 to 5
mass %, it will be called enstatite. Similarly, when it has the FeO content between 5 and 15
mass %, a pyroxene is known by the name of bronzite. Hypersthene is a pyroxene which FeO
content must be in a range between 15 and 34 mass %. Although ferrosilite is also a well
known pyroxene, it is not present as a natural mineral (Ja¨ger et al. 1998; Rudolph 2004).
When IR radiation interacts with crystalline materials, molecular and crystal lattice vibra-
tions are induced, and IR absorption takes place due to the TO phonon vibration (see more
details in Sec. 2.6 & 2.7.1). As a result of that, the silicon-oxygen tetrahedra vibrations gen-
erate a lot of narrow bands from the mid-IR to the far-IR regions. These narrow bands in the
wavelength range between 9 and 12.5 µm (800-1100 cm−1) are caused by different asymmetric
and symmetric stretching vibrations of the SiO4 tetrahedra. Likewise, bending vibrations of
the SiO4 tetrahedra produce bands between 14.29 and 21.28 µm (700-470 cm
−1) in wavelength.
Translational motions of metal cations within the oxygen cage and complex translations in-
volving metal and Si atoms lead to complex bands beyond 21.28 µm (470 cm−1) in wavelength
(more details in Servoin & Piriou 1973; Dorschner & Henning 1986; Hofmeister 1997; Henning
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Figure 3.7: Left panel: Illustration of the hexagonal crystal system which has only one type of Bravais
lattice from Saito et al. (2004). Right panel: Representation of infinite tetrahedral
network SiO2 crystal structure in polyhedral model from Wenk & Bulakh (2004).
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Figure 3.8: Left panel: Illustration for the arrangement of SiO4 tetrahedra with a polyhedral model
on enstatite from Klein & Hurlbut (1993). Right panel: Representation of the monoclinic
crystal system which has two different kinds of Bravais lattice from Saito et al. (2004).
et al. 2005).
3.3.2 Spinel (MgAl2O4)
The origin of our solar system took place in a molecular cloud of interstellar gas and dust.
Specifically, planet formation has been considered to occur when solid dust grains start to
stick together in the accretion disk surrounding a protostar to form larger bodies. A complete
understanding of planet formation requires a search for the highest temperature condensation
material in order to find the whole temperature sequence of the condensation process.
According to the results of the condensation temperature from Sharp & Huebner (1990),
ZrO2 at temperature 1807 K is the first species to condense out from the gas followed by
Al2O3 (1716 K), CaTiO3 (1639 K), MgAl2O4 (1497 K), Mg2SiO4 (1411 K), MgSiO3 (1336 K)
at a pressure of 4.935×10−4 atm, which is relevant to dust grain formation in protostellar en-
vironments. Similarly, in the condensation calculations of Grossman & Larimer (1974), Al2O3
is the first mineral to appear at temperature 1758 K, and then CaTiO3 (1647 K), MgAl2O4,
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Figure 3.9: Illustration of the cubic crystal system which has three different sorts of Bravais lattice
from Saito et al. (2004). Spinel belongs to (c) face-centered cubic.
Mg2SiO4 (1444 K), MgSiO3 (1349 K), and TiO2 (1125 K) with the pressure at 10
−3 atm (see
the complete lists of their calculations in Appendix A).
Spinel is considered to be a high condensation temperature material. Investigation of spinel
has been performed mostly in the outflow of oxygen-rich asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars
that a large amount of dust grains can be produced with favorable temperature and pressure
(see Chap. 2). In fact, the 13 µm feature in the spectra of oxygen-rich AGB stars has been
investigated diligently by many scientists. It has been suggested that it might be caused by
spinel (Posch et al. 1999; Fabian et al. 2001), α-Al2O3 (e.g. Glaccum 1995), γ-Al2O3 (e.g. Koike
et al. 1995; Begemann et al. 1997), silica (e.g. Speck 1998; Fabian et al. 2000), and different
kinds of silicates (e.g. Koike et al. 1989; Ja¨ger et al. 1994; Dorschner et al. 1995). In addition,
in the atmospheres of brown dwarfs, spinel, silicates, and corundum are thought to be highly
abundant dust species (Allard et al. 2001), and a large amount of presolar spinel grains has
been discovered in the Krymka unequilibrated ordinary chondrites (Nittler et al. 2005).
The orthorhombic olivine structure transforms into a cubic spinel structure which has Si in
tetrahedral sites and Mg+2 and Fe2+ in octahedral sites under very high pressures (Suito 1972).
In comparison with the olivine structure, the spinel structure is 12 % denser than that of the
olivine (Klein & Hurlbut 1993). Hence, spinel and olivine have very similar structures. The
olivine structure is a hexagonal close-packed anion arrangement whereas spinel has a cubic
close-packed anion arrangement (Gregory 2001). A cubic crystal system has equal cell length
(a=b=c) and makes all right angles (α=β=γ=90◦) in Fig. 3.9. Most metallic crystals take
the shape of the cubic system (Saito et al. 2004).
The general formula of the spinel group can be described as XY2O4. X would be replaced
with Mg2+, Fe2+, Ti4+, Zn2+, or Mn2+. Y may be occupied by Al3+, Fe3+, Fe2+, or Cr3+.
Take magnesium aluminum spinel (MgAl2O4), for example. The oxygens form a face-centered
cubic close-packed array along planes in the structure. Then, Mg2+ ions are placed in tetra-
hedral interstices (1/8 occupied) whereas Al3+ ions sit in octahedral (1/2 occupied) sites in
the lattice. 8 tetrahedral sites are occupied by Mg2+ ions, and 16 octahedral sites are filled
by Al3+ ions surrounded with 32 O2− ions in a unit cell of the spinel. In consequence, spinel
has 56 ions per unit cell (see Fig. 3.10) (Klein & Hurlbut 1993). This structure type belongs
to ”normal spinel.” The other type of spinel is call ”inverse spinel” structure in which 8 out
of 16 Al3+ ions (Y part) are placed at the 8 tetrahedral sites. The general formula of inverse
spinel will be expressed by Y(YX)O4. Although X cations are generally larger in radius, this
concept cannot apply in the normal spinel structure because crystal field stabilization should
be a prime concern rather than the geometric aspects of the ions. As a result, the larger
cations might fill in the tetrahedral sites (see more details in Klein & Hurlbut 1993).
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Figure 3.10: Left: Polyhedral model of spinel structure. Octahedral (Al3+: blue) and tetrahedral
(Mg
2+: magenta) polyhedra are shown in a cubic close-packed structure from Gregory
(2001). Center: Representation of the cubic crystal system of MgAl2O4 in close-packing
model from Wenk & Bulakh (2004). Right: The ball & stick model of the MgAl2O4
cubic unit cell together with tetrahedral and octahedral cations and oxygen anions on
the left from Wenk & Bulakh (2004).
MgAl2O4 can be found as a natural mineral and can also be produced by a synthesis.
Both natural and synthetic crystal structures have disordering due to heating. With re-
spect to the optical properties of MgAl2O4, disordering in spinel crystals is due to heating
(e.g. Schmocker 1972), the structural transition occurs at temperature between 750 and 800 ◦C.
The melting point is in the range between 2378 and 2408 K. The polycrystalline spinel particles
are affected mainly by scattering in the visible and near-IR region. As the wavelength increases,
the scattering efficiency of bulk spinel decreases. The source of absorption in near-IR range is
predominately multiphonon absorption. The fundamental (one-photon) lattice vibrations of
spinel generate bands between 12.5 and 33.3 µm (800-300 cm−1) (Tropf & Thomas 1991).
3.3.3 Aluminum dioxide (Al2O3; α- and γ-corundum)
Aluminum oxides crystallize into a form of corundum, which is the second hardest natural
mineral. This hardness might be caused by the strong and short O-Al bonds which attract
O2− ions and Al3+ ions close together in order to form a tremendously hard and dense close-
packed crystal structure in spite of the low atomic mass elements which lead to a weak covalent
bond. Astrophysically, though it also depends on the morphological aspects and solid state
structure of the grains, it has been thought that α-Al2O3 or/and γ-Al2O3 may be the carrier of
the 13µm feature as well as spinel (e.g. Onaka et al. 1989; Posch et al. 1999; Fabian et al. 2001).
Moreover, there is a potential for both α and γ-Al2O3 grains in brown dwarf atmosphere via
a theoretical approach (Ferguson, private communication). Corundum has been found in
the carbonaceous chondrites (Greshake et al. 1996) and the Krymka unequilibrated ordinary
chondrite as well (Nittler et al. 2005).
α-Al2O3 belongs to the rhombohedral (or trigonal) crystal structure (Fig. 3.11, left panel)
(Saito et al. 2004) and is considered to be one of the early condensation species in a cooling
gas environment of solar composition (Begemann et al. 1997). The melting point is in the
range between 2000 and 2030◦C (Lide 1990). In the crystal structure of α-Al2O3, the O2− ions
are arranged in a hexagonal closed-packing, and the Al3+ ions occupy 2/3 of the octahedral
interstices which is shown in Fig. 3.11 (center panel). One Al3+ ion is surrounded by 6 O2−
ions whereas one O2− ion is enclosed within 4 Al3+ ions. Thus, the Al:O ratio will be 6:4
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Figure 3.11: Left: Illustration of the rhombohedral crystal system from Saito et al. (2004). Cen-
ter: Close-packing model of α-Al2O3 from Wenk & Bulakh (2004). Right: Illustration
of the tetragonal crystal system which has two different sorts of Bravais lattice from
Saito et al. (2004).
(Muraishi 2004).
I also take γ-Al2O3 into account. γ-Al2O3 has the tetragonal crystal structure (Fig. 3.11,
right panel) (Koike et al. 1995; Saito et al. 2004). γ-Al2O3 is a so-called ”defect-spinel” because
it has basically the same structure as spinel (Gregory 2001). Since γ-Al2O3 does not have Mg
cations, Al cations occupy the Mg sites. As a result, a stoichiometry becomes Al3O4. It is
necessary to remove 8/3 Al3+ ions from the 24 available in the spinel unit cell in order to
correct stoichiometry. Then, the unit cell contains 96 O2− ions, 64 Al3+ ions, and 8 spinel
cation vacancies. These vacancies are randomly distributed and have not been verified the
exact locations (Streitz et al. 1999)
Al-O vibrations are induced in the mid-IR region (Begemann et al. 1997). A weak band
at approximately 20 µm (500 cm−1) has been confirmed. There exist the longitudinal optical
mode (LO) around 19.46 µm (514 cm−1) due to the extraordinary ray (the electric field
polarized parallel to the c-axis) and the LO mode at 20.75 µm (482 cm−1) owing to the ordinary
ray (the electric field polarized perpendicular to the c-axis) (Gervais 1991). Especially for γ-
Al2O3, there exist vibrational frequencies in the range from 12.5 to 14.29 µm (680-500 cm
−1)
and from 14.71 to 20 µm (800-700 cm−1) (Saniger 1995).
3.3.4 Titanium dioxide (TiO2; rutile, anatase, brookite)
Titanium dioxide (titanium (IV) oxide or titania) is a highly refractory materials as well and
has been discovered in meteorites such as the carbonaceous chondrites (Greshake et al. 1996)
and the Krymka unequilibrated ordinary chondrite (Nittler et al. 2005). Furthermore, Jeong
et al. (1999) suggested that TiO2 would be the most promising candidate as the nucleation
seed in oxygen-rich circumstellar dust shells around long-period variables. Although TiO2 is
not abundant in comparison to silicates, it is conceivable that TiO2 plays a key role in the
condensation and grain growth processes in astrophysical environments.
TiO2 has three different crystal structures. Rutile belongs to the tetragonal crystal system
(Fig. 3.12(a)) and is the most stable form of titanium dioxide. It is formed at the highest tem-
peratures (melting point 1850◦C) (Lide 1990). Anatase is a member of the tetragonal crystal
system as well (Fig. 3.12(b)). The total density of anatase is approximately 10% less than
that of rutile (Linsebigler et al. 1995). It can be transformed into rutile at temperature above
1200K by thermal annealing (Won et al. 2001). The melting point of anatase is slightly lower
than that of rutile (1835◦C, Reade Advanced Materials 1997). In crystal structure, rutile and
anatase consist of basic structural unit of TiO6 octahedron. Each Ti
4+ ion occupies the center
of the oxygen octahedra, so that it takes the shape of surrounding by 6 O2− ions. Conversely,
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Figure 3.12: Illustrations of three different titanium dioxide crystal structures in ball and stick model
from Mo et al. (1995). (a) Rutile (b) Anatase (c) Brookite
since each O2− ion is enclosed by 3 Ti4+ ions, the Ti:O ratio will be 3:6 (see in Fig. 3.12(a) and
(b)). In both cases, TiO2 octahedra are distorted and anatase has more distortions than rutile.
Brookite, on the other hand, is associated with the orthorhombic crystal system and has a
more complicated structure compared with rutile and anatase. Brookite has 6 different Ti-O
bonds and 12 different O-Ti-O bond angles whereas rutile and anatase have 2 sorts of Ti-O
bond and O-Ti-O bond angles (Fig. 3.12(c)). Brookite has the lowest melting point (1825◦C,
Lide 1990) (see more details in Mo et al. 1995, Klein & Hurlbut 1993, Muraishi 2004). I focus
only on rutile in my experiment because of the highly probable relevance.
The TO vibration of the Ti-O bonds induce a broad peak in the wavelength range between
16.7 µm (600 cm−1) and 25 µm (400 cm−1). Likewise, the LO vibrational mode is relevant
to the region between 13.3 µm (750 cm−1) and 14.3 µm (700 cm−1) in wavelengths. Two
absorption bands can be seen at approximately 11.8 µm (850 cm−1) and 12 µm (830 cm−1)
(Busani & Devine 2005).
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4.1 Aerosol technology
So far laboratory measurements on real particle ensembles have not been able to provide
exact band profiles for a direct comparison due to the use of an embedding medium (KBr)
in the sample preparation, which changes the band profile substantially by the influence of
its electromagnetic polarization (Fabian et al. 2001). Hence, I apply the aerosol technique
(e.g. Hinds 1999) for measuring extinction spectra in the mid-IR region of both amorphous
and crystalline samples while avoiding the effect of electromagnetic interaction with solid
embedding media. Thereafter, I make a comparative study of the band profiles which are
measured through both methods in the entire experiments.
I start with a lucid exposition of the aerosol and the KBr pellet techniques. Later, I in-
troduce the experimental devices of the aerosol measurement with specifying the important
parts and the samples used.
4.1.1 Aerosol particles
A definition of an aerosol is ”a suspension of solid or liquid particles in a gas. Aerosols are
usually stable for at least a few seconds and in some cases may last a year or more. The
term aerosol includes both the particles and suspending gas, which is usually air. Particle size
ranges from about 0.002 µm to more than 100 µm” (Hinds 1999). Consequently, the study of
physical principles, behavior, and properties of aerosols in order to apply these knowledges to
the subject of one’s research with a microscopic viewpoint is the so-called ”aerosol technology.”
Aerosols are fundamentally two-component systems, which consist of a suspending medium
(air or gas) and the suspended particles. For understanding the properties of individual
particles, the microscopic approach is necessary so as to analyze:
• How a particle moves in the suspending gas
• How a particle interacts with the suspending gas
• How the forces are exerted on a particle
• How a particle behaves with electromagnetic radiation
• How particles attract each other
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of van der Waals adhesive force from Hinds (1999).
These problems strongly depend on the particle size and the concentration in the suspending
medium. Particularly, the essential understanding of how aerosol properties change with par-
ticle size is the most important factor to characterize the behavior of aerosols.
Besides, if the particle size increases and comes close to the space between the gas molecules,
the particle motion is tremendously resisted by the gas. In other words, variation of the par-
ticle size controlls the resistance of the gas. Aerosol particles share energy with gas molecules.
As a result, Brownian motion, which is the random movement of the particles through the
gas, continuously occurs (see more details in Sec. 4.1.3).
4.1.2 Adhesiveness
Once the solid particles are suspended in a gas, they undergo the adhesion to form agglomerate
particles. The adhesive forces are induced by a Coulomb force, the van der Waals force, and
the force from the surface tension of adsorbed liquid films. There are various crucial factors
to govern these forces on the particles such as:
• Shape and size
• Surface roughness
• Surface contamination
• Moisture
• Temperature
• The duration of contact
• The initial collision velocity
Especially, the van der Waals force is the most important force for the adhesion of the aerosol
particles. It is an intermolecular attractive force that molecules draw each other at adequate
distances (e.g. Atkins 1994). Fundamentally, a material is electrically neutral; however, be-
cause electrons are moving randomly in the material, polarization occurs instantaneously in
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Figure 4.2: Microscopic view of a contact between a particle surface and a rough material surface
from Hinds (1999).
random directions. It signifies that these electrons generate dipoles which are temporary areas
of concentrated charge as shown in Fig. 4.1. These temporary dipoles induce corresponding
dipoles in the nearby material, which causes the van der Waals attractive forces. As the dis-
tance between a particle surface and a surface of neighboring material increases, the van der
Waals forces decrease quickly. Thus, the forces are effectively functioning only within a few
molecular diameters. In reality, most surfaces are not smooth and more like uneven asperities
as shown in Fig. 4.2. Only a few peaks of the asperities can keep practically in contact with
a particle surface; therefore, in most cases, there is an average distance x for the separation
between the particle and material surfaces which are conditional on the degree of surface
roughness. The distance x for smooth surfaces is generally considered to be 0.4 nm. The
asperities undergo the deformation slowly due to the influences of both the van der Waals and
the Coulomb forces. Then, the separation distance between a particle and a material surfaces
is reduced, and at the same time, the contact area increases until staying balanced between
these attractive forces and the forces against the deformation. The strength of the adhesive
forces is controlled by the hardness of the materials. For instance, in case of soft materials,
flattening could increase the adhesive force by up to 15-fold, similarly to 100-fold in a case of
plastics (Tsai et al. 1991).
A second attractive force is the Coulomb force. Particles, which are larger than 0.1 µm in
diameter, carry some small net charge q. This net charge induces an equal amount of opposite
charge in the surface that causes the attractive electrostatic force. It is possible to achieve a
condition that the minimum charge of an aerosol particle can be zero. There are essentially
two processes of the charge transformation in this system. One is that if aerosol particles are
initially neutral, they will obtain charge via collision with air (or gas) ions because of their
random thermal motion. Another is that if aerosol particles are initially charged, they will lose
their charge gradually since these charged particles attract oppositely charged ions. So, these
two processes lead to an equilibrium charge state which is described by the Boltzmann equilib-
rium charge distribution. Under this circumstance, the equilibrium charge of particles larger
than 0.1 µm is approximately proportional to
√
d where d is the particle diameter; therefore,
the electrostatic adhesion force is proportional to the first power of particle diameter.
Moisture on the molecules under normal condition must be taken into account in aerosol
mechanics. Nearly all materials contain adsorbed liquid molecules on their surfaces. The
third attractive force is produced by the surface tension of the liquid which pulls the particle
surface at the point of contact as shown in Fig. 4.3. If the real surfaces have lower relative
humidities (< 90 %) (Hinds 1999), the curvature of asperities at the points of contact has a
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of adhesive force caused by a liquid film from Hinds (1999).
strong influence on the surface tension attractive force rather than the particle diameter. This
curvature significantly changes from particle to particle and leads to a distribution of adhesive
forces for the same particle size.
In general, the van der Waals and the surface tension forces are greater than the electro-
static forces except for highly charged particles. Although adhesive forces are proportional
to d, removable forces are proportional to d2 for air current force, and d3 for gravitational,
vibrational, and centrifugal forces. These relationships indicate a relevance to the detachment
and the size of particles. As the particle size decreases, it is getting more difficult to remove
particles from the surfaces. Particle size less than 10 µm are greatly affected by the adhesive
force on a particle more than any other forces. If particles adhere very tightly to form a larger
agglomerate, they can be easily swept away or shaken from the surface.
When a solid particle has low approach velocity (less than few m/s) to contact a surface,
it loses its kinetic energy by both deforming itself and the surface. At high velocities, though
a part of the kinetic energy is vanished into the deformation, another part is elastically con-
verted to kinetic energy of rebound. If the rebound energy exceeds the adhesive energy, a
particle will bounce away from the surface. When a solid particle has high approach velocity
to contact a surface, it has the greater deformation, and maximum rebound velocities happen
at in-between (medium) approach velocities. The three conditions (the particle material is
harder, the particle size is larger, and its high approach velocity) cause the bounce readily
even though surface roughness plays an important role. Furthermore, in order to increase the
adhesion energy, the deformation, and the dissipative energy, it is very effective to coat the
surfaces with oil or grease. Then, the problem of bounce will be exceedingly reduced.
4.1.3 Agglomeration
As the aerosol particles collide with each other due to their relative motion, they begin to
adhere and form larger particles. This process is called coagulation in general and agglomera-
tion in the case of solid particles. In addition, the solid particle clusters, which are formed via
the process, are called agglomerates. There are mainly two coagulation processes for aerosols.
One is the thermal coagulation, which is governed by the relative motion between the parti-
cles through Brownian motion, is always present and occurs spontaneously. Another is the
kinematic coagulation, where the relative motion is caused by external forces such as gravita-
tional, electrical, or aerodynamic forces. These processes decrease the aerosol concentration
in proportion to increase the number of the large agglomerates.
Let’s start considering with the simplest thermal coagulation of monodisperse spherical
particles (dp)>0.1 µm. According to the calculations through Smoluchowski coagulation
1 and
the Fick’s first law of diffusion equations, several physical facts on the behavior of the aerosol
1Smoluchowski coagulation equation is assumed that particles stick with every collision and the particle size
varies gradually.
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particles could be stated (mathematical details in Hinds 1999). The concentration of the par-
ticles in aerosol lowers as the particle size is increased by coagulation. Although very fast
coagulation occurs at high aerosol concentrations, the coagulation significantly slows down
at low concentration. When the aerosol concentration is less than 106 cm−3, the coagulation
has an insignificant effect on particle size within a measuring time interval of 5 minutes. The
coagulation is negligible in laboratory experiments if the aerosol concentration is less than
106 cm−3. Consequently, it is possible to create less coagulation environments by diluting the
aerosol to avoid collisions of the particles.
The coagulation of non-spherical particles increases in comparison to spherical particles
with the same volume because the non-spherical particles have a larger surface area which
is feasible to induce more collisions by Brownian motion. As the particle shape irregularity
becomes much more complicated, the coagulation effect will be more significant. According
to a theoretical calculation by Zebel (1966), ellipsoidal particles (axial ratio 10:1) have a 35 %
higher coagulation coefficient than spherical ones with the same volume.
The thermal coagulation increases if attractive electrical forces between particles act strongly.
Aerosol particles, which have opposite charged signs, increase the frequency of collisions. The
particles having same charged signs, on the contrary, reduce the frequency of collisions. The
overall result does not change remarkably in the coagulation for aerosols with a Boltzmann
equilibrium charge distribution. On the other hand, the net coagulation result outstandingly
increases with a strong bipolar charge distribution. Charged particles form chainlike agglom-
erates unlike uncharged particles. If the aerosol particles have a unipolar charge distribution,
they repel each other and slow down the coagulation. The mutual repulsion produces electro-
static dispersion or the spreading of the aerosol cloud with deposition on walls. As a result of
that, the number of concentration will reduce which accompanies the decrease in the rate of
the coagulation.
In polydisperse coagulation, one has to take a range of particle size into consideration. A
first polydisperse condition is that only two different sizes of the particles are contained in
aerosol (d1 and d2>0.1 µm). Coagulation occurs faster with a combination of different size
particles compared to same size ones. Large particles have a wide surface area with slow
diffusion whereas small particles have a small absorbing surface area with rapid diffusion. As
the ratio of the two particle sizes increases, the effect of the coagulation increases as well. For
instance, when 0.01 µm and 1.0 µm particles in diameter coagulate in aerosol, the coagulation
takes place 500 times faster than the coagulation with only 1.0 µm particles and 180 times
faster than the coagulation with only 0.01 µm particles. Moreover, if a particle collides with a
different size particle in aerosol, a new particle size will be formed. For example, let’s suppose
that a 1.0 µm size particle collides with a 0.1 µm size particle. Thereupon, a new particle,
which has a mass 0.1 % larger than the original 1.0 µm particle, is formed. And, the diameter
of the new particle becomes 0.03 % larger than the 1.0 µm particle for non-fractal particles.
Though the size of the new particle is basically the same as the original 1.0 µm particle, the
small size particle (0.1 µm) disappears during the coagulation process because the large par-
ticles assimilate the smaller ones.
A complicated polydisperse condition is that every other size of the particles exists in aerosol.
It is then necessary to consider the variation of the size distribution and the proportion of
particles of a particular size with time. If there is a wide range of size distribution at the initial
point, the distribution will become narrower as time goes on. The small particles coagulate
with the larger ones vigorously. This occurrence causes a reduction of smaller particle numbers
and a gain of larger particle numbers moderately. In consequence, an increase of the aver-
age mass diameter and a narrowing of the size distribution take place through this process.
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The coagulation of monodisperse aerosols also acts like the polydisperse ones as time goes
on. Some particles undergo the coagulation to form larger ones which assimilate the smaller
particles. In both the coagulation of monodisperse and polydisperse cases, the aerosols reach
a self-preserving size distribution (or a stable size distribution) after some transient period.
The coagulation process can be induced kinematically by other factors than Brownian mo-
tion. I refer to four factors which influence the relative motion between the particles here.
First, the gravity leads to collisions and coagulation in aerosols since it generates the relative
motion of larger and smaller particles. The capture efficiency 2 explains the effect of fluid
streamlines that bend around the larger particles pushing the smaller ones out of the way.
The capture efficiency decreases to zero if both small and larger particles have the same size
since their relative velocity becomes zero.
Second, centrifugal or electrical fields create relative motion between the particles as well.
The effects of these situations are much more effective because the relative velocities between
the particles are much greater.
Next, airflow brings about gradient or shear coagulation because of flow velocity gradients.
If the aerosol particles are flowing in a velocity gradient, they move with different velocities
since they position on different streamlines. Even if the particles have exactly the same size,
they have different velocities in the velocity gradient. As a result, the particles on a faster
streamline catch up the ones on nearby slower streamlines and the collision happens. Accord-
ing to a calculation through the ratio of gradient to thermal coagulation rate at any points,
gradient coagulation would exceed thermal coagulation if the particles are larger than 2.5 µm
in a flow of 0.06 m3/hr through a tube 10 mm in diameter. Then turbulent flow creates swirl
that induces the relative motion. In this case, the velocity gradient is highly related to a
relative motion to give rise to collisions similar to the case of the airflow. After calculation
through the ratio of kinematic coagulation to thermal coagulation with a typical velocity of
10 m/s in a ventilation duct having a diameter of 0.2 m, the coagulation via turbulent flow
is more important than the thermal coagulation especially for particles larger than 1 µm in
diameter. In general, turbulent coagulation can be neglected for small particles (d≈0.1 µm),
but is very important for particles larger than 10 µm in diameter (This section is based on
Hinds 1999).
4.2 KBr pellet technique
The KBr pellet technique is the classical technique in which a solid sample (e.g. silicate)
is mixed with potassium bromide powder (KBr), which has exceedingly high transmission
throughout the mid-infrared range (2.5-25 µm), and the mixture is pressed to make a 0.55 mm
thick and 13 mm in diameter pellet for use of spectroscopic analysis.
In my experiment, the ratio of a sample and the KBr powder is 1 to 500 in weight. First
of all, I measure the weight about 0.0005 g of a sample, afterwards add 0.25 g of KBr powder.
The sample mixture is placed in an agate mortar and ground with a pestle thoroughly in
order to segregate the particles as minuscule as possible. If I do not mix them rigorously,
the measured spectra are not steadied and indicate the different band profiles as shown in
Fig. 4.4 where the normalized extinction efficiencies versus the wavelength are plotted for
crystalline spinel (MgAl2O4) with grinding times of 10 minutes and 1 hour. Though I use
2The capture efficiency is the ratio of the actual frequency of collisions to the possible frequency of collisions
under a condition that if the small size particles are fixed and not thrust aside by the flow around the large
size particle.
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Figure 4.4: Normalized extinction efficiency Qext vs. wavelength of crystalline spinel with two dif-
ferent grinding times.
-O ring
Polished pellets
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Base
Plunger
Figure 4.5: The pictures and a diagram of the evacuatable pellet die.
Figure 4.6: The pictures of the laboratory hydraulic press on the left and the finished KBr pellet on
the right.
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exactly the same sample, the peak positions and the bandwidths are influenced by the time
variations. After 1 hour of grinding time, the spectra do not undergo enormous alternations
more. However, I also have to be careful about the time because if I take too much time for
the grinding, there is a possibility to absorb humidity (water) from air, and a crystalline phase
of materials may be damaged by grinding which of course affect the spectra. Consequently, it
is necessary to triturate at least 1 hour for producing sufficiently segregated particles in KBr
matrix without any damages. Note that I consider that the KBr powder acts as a buffer to
avoid the destruction of a sample structure (Koike and Mutschke, private communication).
Second, 0.2 g of the mixture sample is weighed and placed in an evacuatable pellet die (pro-
duction of Specac) which includes a base with a vacuum attachment, a main body, optically
polished stainless steel pellets, a stainless plunger, and an O-ring as shown in Fig. 4.5. At
the beginning, I place the small pellet with polished face up in the columnar hole of the main
body. After the mixed sample is put into the columnar hole, I tap the die lightly on a flat
floor for distributing the mixture uniformly. Again, the other pellet with polished face down
is inserted in the hole and using the plunger to press the pellet to the end. The O-ring seal
must be placed around the tap of the plunger for making more desirable vacuum condition in
the die.
Next, the complete evacuatable pellet die is placed on a laboratory hydraulic press (produc-
tion of Specac) in Fig. 4.6 (left). I connect a tube from a pump to the die so as to evacuate
all air slowly, then apply 10 Ton load to the die for 10 minutes. Thereupon, as shown in
Fig. 4.6 (right), the preparation of the KBr pellet is accomplished after it is safely removed
from the die and stored in a desiccator in order to avoid absorbing the humidity.
Advantages of the KBr pellet technique are low costs, low sample consumption, and possible
to keep the pellets for long time in a desiccator. Conversely, disadvantages are that particles
may transform during the grinding procedure; a configuration of particles can hardly be visible
whether particles are thoroughly isolated in the KBr matrix or not; there is a risk to cause
the powdered sample structure deformation in relation to the high pressurization required for
the KBr pellet technique as well.
4.3 Experimental setup for aerosol measurements
Regarding the aerosol measurements, I use a White-type long-path infrared cell (MARS-
8L/20V, Gemini Scientific Instr.) of 18 m path length, attached to a Fourier Transformation
Infrared Spectrometer (FTIR, Bruker 113v), to measure the extinction of the infrared radiation
by the dust particles suspended in an aerosol cloud filling the cell. Multiple reflection of the
infrared radiation between two gold mirrors at both ends of the cell enhances the sensitivity
of the detection sufficiently to achieve optical depths around unity in the mid-IR bands. An
available dust flow generator (Palas RBG 1000), which utilizes a rotating brush to disperse a
pressed powder from a dust storage hole into a gas stream, produces the dense aerosol which is
led through stainless steel tubes toward the cell. In order to concentrate small-sized particles
in the aerosol, I place a two-stage impactor between the dust flow generator and the cell.
The first stage retains clusters of particles above a certain size limit whereas the second stage
densifies the aerosol up to a concentration of 106 particles per cubic centimeter. After filling
the cell with the aerosol, I measure the extinction spectra of the suspended particles in the
cell. During the spectroscopic analysis, nitrogen (N2) gas flows continuously from both ends
of the cell so as to settle large size particles because a main purpose of this experiment is to
measure preferentially the smaller size particles. I extract the particles from the impactor on
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Figure 4.7: A schematic diagram (left) and a photo (right) of an extinction measurement apparatus.
a polyester-membrane filter, which is installed between the outlet of the impactor and the cell
externally in order to take photos of the sample by the use of a scanning electron microscope
(SEM) for inspection of the particle morphology.
Fig. 4.7 shows the setup of all the apparatuses for the aerosol measurement. The FTIR
spectrometer, the dust flow generator, the impactor, and the filtration are major parts of this
experiment. In the next subsections, I refer to the functions of these devices in details.
4.3.1 What is the FTIR spectroscopy?
Fourier Transformation Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) is an analytical technique to identify
substances. As previously mentioned in Sec. 2.5, in general, a substance partly absorbs and
passes through IR radiation when the radiation penetrates a substance. Then, absorption and
transmission spectra can be detected and represent a fingerprint of the substance along with
absorption peaks which are generated by vibrational transitions of atomic bonds. Respective
substances are composed of distinctive combinations of atoms; therefore, if there are two
different materials (e.g. Mg2SiO4 and MgSiO3), it is impossible to obtain exactly same IR
spectra even if they belong to a same mineralogical group (silicate). Moreover, the absorption
peak sizes of the spectrum directly indicate the amount of substance. Thus, it is possible to
identify the different sorts of substances.
In order to measure all of the infrared frequencies at the same time (simultaneously), a
Michelson interferometer, which has been utilized widely as the heart of FTIR, is used for
encoding a composite signal that contains all of the infrared frequencies present. Basically,
the entire signal from a substance is analogue of a chord. The cord is modulated via a
frequency-dependent interference and recorded over time. The Fourier transformation signal
is similar to that the chord separates into its individual tones, which refer to the spectrum in
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Figure 4.8: Illustration of a Michelson interferometer from Gronholz & Herres (1985).
this case.
The Michelson interferometer makes use of a beam-splitter to divide an incident beam into
two beams as shown in Fig. 4.8. The beam-splitter is situated with an orientation angle of 45◦
relative to the two mirrors. A fixed flat mirror is located at parallel to the incident beam with
a distance L2 from the splitter. Likewise, a movable flat mirror is placed at perpendicular to
the beam with a distance (L1+x) from the splitter. Thus, one half of the beam reflects off the
splitter and travels to the fixed mirror M2; therefore, the total path length of this reflected
beam will be 2L2. The other half of the beam passes through the beam splitter and reflects off
the movable mirror M1 which precisely moves back and forth along the direction of the incident
beam within a distance x. Hence, the total path length of this transmitted beam should be
2(L1+x). After both beams reflect off the mirrors respectively, they recombine at the beam-
splitter. As a result of a phase difference between these two beams, they interfere with each
other either constructively or destructively depending on the additional path difference p (p is
twice the distance between the basic position of the movable mirror and after the movement
of the mirror i.e. p=2x). Maximum detector signal and constructive interference occur when
optical retardation of the two partial waves is a multiple of the wavelength
p = m ∗ λ (m = 0, 1, 2, ...) (constructive) (4.1)
Conversely, minimum detector signal and destructive interference take place if p is an odd
multiple of λ/2
p =
λ
2
(2m+ 1) (m = 0, 1, 2, ...) (destructive) (4.2)
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Since the path difference between the two beams p varies continuously, a detector can record
the intensity I(p) of the recombined IR beams as a function of the movable mirror displacement
x, the so-called interferogram.
If the IR radiation has the wavenumber ν˜ (=1/λ), the interferogram I(p), which varies with
p, can be expressed as
I(p) = I(ν˜)(1 + cos 2piν˜p) (4.3)
Because an actual signal contains a large number of frequencies (wavenumbers), the total
intensity is the summation of all the oscillating intensities which is described by
I(p) =
∫ ∞
0
I(ν˜)(1 + cos 2piν˜p)dν˜ (4.4)
I(ν˜) in Eq. 4.4, which is the intensity difference with regard to wavenumber, will become the
spectrum of the sample. In order to obtain the I(ν˜), the Fourier transformation is necessary
for decoding into individual frequencies.
I(ν˜) = 4
∫ ∞
0
{I(p)− 1
2
I(0)} cos(2piν˜p)dp (4.5)
This equation is usually solved by a computer, which is interfaced to the spectrometer after
recording all values of I(p) over some numbers of scans3.
The resolution of FTIR spectrometer can be improved with increasing optical path difference
p. Thus, the achievable resolution can be determined by the maximum path length difference
of the interferometer as
∆ν˜ =
1
2pmax
(4.6)
A major advantage of the interferometric technique is that it is possible to measure extremely
fast because all frequencies could be measured simultaneously and monitored continuously. On
the other hand, the disadvantage is that if noise arises in one part of the radiation from the in-
frared source, it will be spread in every part of the spectrum in an FTIR system. (Atkins 1994,
Gronholz & Herres 1985, see more details of mathematical Fourier transformation technique
in e.g. Anderson 1971).
4.3.2 Aerosol generator
The rotating brush generator, Palas RBG-1000 is utilized for dispersing dry and non-cohesive
powder. A reason why the generator has been selected for the aerosol experiment is that it
is possible to generate a constant aerosol flow during the measurements. Fig. 4.9 shows the
photos of the whole view and a main part of the generator as well as illustrations of a front
view part (center) and a cross-sectional view of the generator (right). In the first place, before
a dry powder is filled in the powder reservoir, the transportation piston must be pulled out to
3At first, the intensity spectrum (single channel) can be obtained. Absorption spectrum is obtained only
after dividing by a reference spectrum.
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Figure 4.9: Photos of the rotating brush dust flow generator (Palas RBG-1000). Center: a diagram
of a front view. Right: a diagram of a cross-sectional view.
make enough vacant space for the appropriate amount of the sample. Next, the sample is filled
in the reservoir little by little with use of a scoop. When the sample is filled into the reservoir
approximately 1 cm to 1.5 cm high, it needs to be compressed by a tamper. This process
has to be repeated until the cylinder is filled to a height of about 2 cm. This compressing
force depends on the sort of samples and the cylinder diameter as well. In order to maintain
a constant feed rate while using a constant piston feed speed, the compressing process plays a
key part in here. If the compressing force is too strong to make the sample extremely dense,
the friction will become too strong. Conversely, if the force is too weak, the sample will be
more compressed on the way going upwards. This may give rise to the stick-slip-effect which
means that due to the static friction, the total feed energy is kept within the mechanism and
will be released suddenly because of a hard thrust when the static friction is overcome. This
unstable feeding condition causes a pulsating feeding. Finally, once the filling is completed,
it is necessary to push the compressed powder sample to the upper surface of the powder
reservoir by the use of the transportation piston so as to be able to adjust to the shape of the
brush. This is also an opportunity to test the compressing quality while the piston is pushed
up. If the piston cannot be moved by hand, the compressing force has been too strong to cause
the stick-slip-effect. On the other hand, if the piston can be moved easily, the compressing is
too light. In order to retain a constant feed rate and avoid the stick-slip-effect, experience is
required for improving the sense of the compressing ability.
After the sample is filled in the powder reservoir properly, it will be installed under the
brush. As switching on the generator, the feed speed of the transportation piston is adjusted
to 50 millimeter per hour (mm/h). Once Air, Brush, and Feed switches are on, the brush
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Figure 4.10: The volume flow curve for dosage feed from the operating manual of the solid particle
disperser RGB-1000 (Palas).
starts rotating, the N2 gas flows through the dispersionhead, the compressed powder is moved
upward by the transportation piston. Thus, the compressed powder reaches the brushhead to
be dispersed. Since there is the gas flow at the upper part of the dispersionhead, the dispersed
particles are transported by a high velocity gas stream via the dust-exit-nozzle to the next stage
which is an impactor. The shear forces in the gas flow lead to further deagglomeration and
dispersion of the particles as they are carried away by the gas flow. Because it is necessary to
maintain high gas pressure and higher gas velocity for dispersing the small particles, a volume
flow of 1.0 m3/h and an inlet gas pressure of 2.0 bar are applied for the samples that are in
use (Fig. 4.10).
The feed rate with regard to the mass flow (the amount of dust per time: g/h), which is
pushed out of the generator, can be determined mathematically. The mass M rate is able to
be expressed by
M =
pi
4
· d2 · v · q (4.7)
where d is the diameter of the powder reservoir, q is the homogeneous compressed density of
powder inside the reservoir, and v is the feed velocity of the piston. The mass concentration
per gas volume Mc inside the dust-exit-nozzle can be calculated as well.
Mc =
M
V
(4.8)
where V is the dispersion gas volume flow rate.
Smaller sized particles need higher gas velocity to be dispersed because the shear force
in the turbulent gas-stream disperse the powder and separate agglomerates in the aerosol.
Consequently, a maximum amount of dispersion gas and low powder feed can generate the
best dispersion conditions. In other words, a high velocity gas-stream is commonly used for
dispersing the particles.
The particles will be electrostatically charged during the dispersion. The level of charge
strongly depends on properties of the materials and conditions how they separate from each
other such as powder, dispersing gas, and brush. It is possible to discharge the particles by
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Figure 4.11: Left panel: Cross-sectional diagram of a two stage impactor. Right panel: Photos of
each part of the impactor, a first impaction plate with 8 nozzles, a plate between the
first and the second stages, a second impaction plate with 14 nozzles, and a last part
of the impactor from the top.
mixing the aerosol with a bipolarly ionized gas, for example.
Preparation and selection of the dry powder samples are important factors to enhance the
dispersibility of a powder since it is conditional on the material itself, particle size and shape,
and moisture content. For instance, hydrophilic materials (e.g. quartz or limestone) are more
difficult to disperse than hydrophobic materials (e.g. talc). As the particle size increases,
dispersibility increases rapidly as well. Electrostatic forces between particles become stronger
with low moisture content; therefore, exceedingly dry air or gas (relative humidity < 5 %)
would induce strong electrostatic forces and decrease the dispersibility of the particles (This
subsection is based on Palas GmbH 2002).
4.3.3 Impactor
A two stage impactor is installed between the dust flow generator and the cell so as to transport
only the small size aerosol particles to the cell for spectroscopic analysis. The originally
manufactured impactor has been applied for the aerosol experiment.
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Figure 4.12: Cross-sectional diagram of the impactor with gas streamlines from Hinds (1999).
After the aerosol is produced by the dust flow generator, a large amount of particles are
transported to the impactor by the gas. Once the aerosol enters the impactor, it passes
through small nozzles and goes at high velocity in the direction of a first flat impaction plate
P1 in Fig. 4.11. In front of this impaction plate P1, the streamlines make a right-angled
turn as shown in Fig. 4.12. If inertia of the aerosol particles exceed a certain value, they are
not able to remain in the streamline and directly hit the impaction plate P1. The smaller
aerosol particles can remain in the gas-stream and pass through the 8 nozzles with 1.4 mm
in diameter at the impaction plate P1 without striking on the plate. Hence, it is possible to
separate the aerosol particles into two size ranges. The particles whose size are larger than
a certain aerodynamic size are taken away from the gas-stream and remain on the impaction
plate P1. Afterwards, the particles, which successfully pass through the impaction plate P1,
reach to a second flat impaction plate P2. Again, the particles are divided into two size ranges
as they pass through the 14 nozzles with 0.6 mm in diameter at P2; therefore, only small size
particles are concentrated there. As a result of that, 91 % of aerosol is unused and goes to
exterior, and only the smaller ones can be successfully transported to a next stage which is a
black anodized aluminum gas cell.
4.3.4 Cell
A black anodized aluminum gas cell (Gemini Scientific Instruments) has been mounted between
the impactor and the FTIR spectrometer. The cell is composed several important parts which
determine high quality of optical performance. The fitting endplate is placed on the very
end of the cell as shown in Fig. 4.13 (bottom). An objective tray holds a set of objective
mirrors of two pieces in front of the fitting end plate. The objective mirrors determines
the cell pathlength. The body of a cylindrical cell, which is mounted between the objective
mirrors and the field mirror, consists of a thick heavy metal pipe in order to withstand high
vacuum operation. The diameter of the cell is about 13.6 cm and the total length of the cell
is approximately 55.7 cm. The aerosol through the impactor enters the cylindrical cell from
the path which is located under the cell. One side of the cell, a round laser window 3.5 cm in
diameter is installed, and a laser is placed in front of the window. A scattering light detector
is mounted the opposite side of the window; therefore, when the laser beam strikes the aerosol
particles in the cell, scattering light is emitted by these particles and detected by the scattering
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Figure 4.13: Diagrams of the detector box which contains two parabolic mirrors, a flat mirror, and
a FTIR detector (upper panel) and the gas cell (bottom panel).
Figure 4.14: Left panel: The polyester capillary pore membrane filter with 13 mm in diameter. Right
panel: A SEM picture of the polyester capillary pore membrane with a magnification
power of 4000.
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light detector. Since the scattering light detector is connected to a voltmeter, it is possible to
perceive whether the detectable amount of aerosol is reached the cell or not. The cylindrical
cell is covered with the field mirror, the field tray, and the KBr window plate that is attached
to the detector box.
The incident IR radiation enters the detector box from the FTIR spectrometer in the first
place as shown in Fig. 4.13 (upper panel). Then, the radiation hits a parabolic mirror. The
direction of the IR radiation is varied perpendicular to the incident angle due to reflection.
Thereupon, a flat mirror reflects the IR radiation, and the angle of the radiation is altered
parallel to the cylindrical cell; therefore, the IR radiation can be eventually entered in the
cell. Once the radiation comes into the cell, it is reflected by both the objective and the field
mirrors back and forth 16 times (multiple reflection). After the multiple reflection, the light
goes back in the detector box and is reflected by another parabolic mirror in order to reach
the FTIR detector completely. In this experiment, the path length will become around 18 m
so as to enhance the sensitivity of the detection sufficiently to achieve optical depths around
unity in the 10 µm band.
4.3.5 Filtration
I use an ordinary filtration method in order to capture the aerosol particles for sampling.
Polyester capillary pore membrane filters have been utilized for sample collection. This filters
have uniform cylindrical holes that are distributed randomly on the filter and are approxi-
mately perpendicular to the filter surface. The used filters are 13 mm in diameter as shown in
Fig. 4.14 (left). Since my experimental samples are mostly less than 1 µm in diameter, I select
two filters with different pore diameters (d=0.1 and 0.4 µm) as shown in Fig. 4.14 (right). A
disadvantage of this filter is that it may not be greatly efficient for the particles smaller than
the pore size because the particles pass through the pores. On the other hand, an advantage
is that the filters are very capable for the use of a scanning electron microscope (SEM) to
analyze the physical properties of the particles due to their smooth surfaces.
4.4 Samples
16 samples of 7 compositions (SiO2, Mg2SiO4, MgSiO3, Mg1.9Fe0.1SiO4, Al2O3, MgAl2O4,
TiO2) have been investigated. Most of the crystalline samples are commercial products; how-
ever, some of the products such as the amorphous Mg2SiO4 and the crystalline forsterite as
well as the amorphous MgSiO3 and the crystalline enstatite, I made use of original samples
which were produced in the laboratory of the AIU by the sol-gel technique (Ja¨ger et al. 2003)
(see Sec. 4.4.3) and glass melting (Dorschner et al. 1995) (see Sec. 4.4.2). Table 4.1 gives a list
of the samples used in the entire experiments, together with their properties. TEM images
of all samples are shown in Fig. 4.15 to give an impression of individual particle shapes. The
samples have been subjected to a sedimentation process (sed. in the Table) in a solvent (ace-
tone), which allowed to obtain a size fraction less than 1.0 µm in diameter (see more details
in Sec. 4.4.1).
Note that amorphous SiO2 (d=1.0 µm) has been annealed in an oven with the temperature
1450◦C for 1 hour to produce the crystalline phase.
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1 µm
(d) Amo-Mg2.3SiO4 (AF)1 µm(a) Cry-Mg2SiO4 (CF1) 1.0 µm(c) Cry-Mg2SiO4 (CF3)0.5 µm(b) Cry-Mg2SiO4 (CF2)
1 µm(e) Cry-MgSiO3 (CE) 1 µm(f) Amo-MgSiO3 (AE1) 1 µm(g) Amo-MgSiO3 (AE2) 1 µm(h) Cry-Mg1.9Fe0.1SiO4 (CO) 
1 µm(i) Cry-SiO2 (CS) (j) Amo-SiO2 (AS0.5, AS1.0, AS1.5) 1 µm(k) Amo-SiO2 (ASFS) 0.5 µm(l) Cry-Al2O3 (CC1)
1.0 µm(m) Cry-Al2O3 (CC2) 0.5 µm(n) Cry-Al2O3 (CCg) 0.5 µm(o) Cry-MgAl2O4 (CSp) 0.5 µm(p) Cry-TiO2 (CR)
Figure 4.15: TEM images of all samples. (a) Irregular shaped crystalline forsterite (Mg2SiO4;
CC1). (b) Ellipsoid shaped crystalline forsterite (CC2). (c) Irregular shaped crys-
talline forsterite (CC3). (d) Irregular shaped amorphous Mg2.3SiO4 (AF). (e) Irregular
shaped crystalline enstatite (MgSiO3; CE). (f) Irregular shaped amorphous MgSiO3
(AE1). (g) Irregular shaped amorphous MgSiO3 (AE2). (h) Irregular shaped crys-
talline olivine (Mg1.9Fe0.1SiO4; CO). (i) Irregular shaped crystalline silica (SiO2; CS).
(j) Spherical shaped amorphous SiO2 (AS0.5, AS1.0, AS1.5). (k) Irregular shaped
amorphous SiO2 (ASFS). (l) Irregular shaped crystalline α-corundum (Al2O3; CC1).
(m) Irregular shaped crystalline α-corundum (Al2O3; CC2). (n) Irregular shaped crys-
talline γ-corundum (Al2O3; CCg). (o) Irregular shaped crystalline spinel (MgAl2O4;
CSp). (p) Irregular shaped crystalline rutile (TiO2; CR).
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h=10cm h=10cm
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4.16: Representations of sedimentation process. (a) A solvent (acetone) is poured into a
beaker with a height about 10 cm and a powdered sample which contains different
size particles put onto the surface of the liquid. (b) At first, all powder fragments are
floating on the surface of the acetone. As time passes, the larger fragments start to go
down to the bottom of the beaker. (c) After the estimated time, the liquid containing
only small particles has to be transferred into a tube for a centrifuge. (d) A centrifuge
with 4500 rpm is utilized for 10 minutes in order to separate the solvent and the grains.
4.4.1 Sedimentation
Sedimentation in acetone (CH3COCH3), which is based on the Stoke’s law, is utilized in order
to concentrate small size grain fractions that are less than 1 µm. The density of the acetone
(0.784 g/cm3 at 25 ◦C; http://www.simetric.co.uk/si liquids.htm) is lower than that of water
and the viscosity of the acetone (0.306 mPa·s at 25 ◦C; Lide 1991) is lower than that of water as
well. Therefore, the particles are well accelerated to settle down to the bottom of the solution
container (e.g. beaker) as shown in Fig. 4.16. At that time, larger particles settle down faster
than smaller ones. It is possible to calculate the settling velocity and the estimated time for
which specific size particles will settle down on the bottom of the container via the Stoke’s
law.
V =
d2 · (D1 −D2) · g
18 · η (4.9)
where d is the particle diameter, D1 is the density of the particle, D2 is the density of the
solvent, g is the gravity, and η is the viscosity of the solvent. Since V=h · t, Eq. 4.9 can be
rewritten as
t(s) =
18 · η · h
d2 · (D1 −D2) · g (4.10)
where h is the height of the solvent in the beaker. For instance, if the crystalline forsterite
particle diameter is approximately 1 µm, the solvent is the acetone at room temperature
(26 ◦C, η=0.306 mPa·s), and the height of the solvent is 10 cm, the sedimentation time will
be
t =
18 · 0.00306 g/cm · s · 10 cm
(0.0001 cm)2 · (3.21 g/cm3 − 0.785 g/cm3) · 9.81 ∗ 102 cm/s2 ≈ 6hrs43min. (4.11)
Consequently, under this condition, it is necessary to wait about 7 hours to separate the
particle size fractions less than 1 µm. This process has been used for the crystalline forsterite,
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Figure 4.17: The sol-gel sample preparation for amorphous MgSiO3. Left panel: A mixing process
for the four solutions such as TEOS, magnesium methylate, H2O in methanol, and H2O2
in methanol by making use of a diagonal coil condenser. Right panel: an illustration
of the sol-gel process of the mixing method.
amorphous Mg2.3SiO4, crystalline enstatite, and amorphous MgSiO3. After the sedimentation
is completed, the small size sample in acetone is transferred into a tube for a centrifuge, and
the tube is placed in the centrifuge (Labofuge A, Heraeus Sepatech GmbH) with 4500 rpm for
10 minutes for separating the solvent and the small size particles. Finally, the desired particles
are placed in an oven with a temperature of 105 ◦C for 1 hour to evaporate all the moisture
content (acetone) (Born, private communication).
4.4.2 Melting
The symbolic formula of pyroxene is MgxFe1−xSiO3. These subscripts vary with amount of
mixtures to produce different types of silicate glasses via quenching melts. For producing the
glass MgSiO3, 40.14 % (mass %) of MgO and 59.86 % (mass %) of SiO2 are mixed thoroughly.
The mixture is transferred into a platinum crucible and slowly heated up in an oven up to
a temperature 1917 K for one hour. Rapid cooling is necessary to form amorphous silicate
(see more details in Sec. 3.1). The mixure is vitrified by pouring it through a rotating copper
roller with cooling rate of about 103 Ks−1. Thin glass splats with thickness around 100 µm
are formed. The glassy MgSiO3 sample is crushed to obtain small pieces and milled in an
agate mortar, and if it is necessary to collect a particular particle size such as d<1 µm, the
sedimentation process is applied (see more details in Dorschner et al. 1995; Jag¨er, private
communication).
4.4.3 Sol-gel processing
A colloidal suspension of solid particles in a liquid is a so-called ”sol” (Note: a colloidal sus-
pension of solid particles in a gas is called an ”aerosol”). A colloid has a dispersed phase with
very small size particles (≈1-1000 nm; but larger than molecules) which neglect gravitational
forces; therefore, interactions are controlled by van der Waals attraction and surface charges.
Since the inertia of the dispersed phase is small enough to lead to Brownian motion, which is
a random movement due to momentum, is provided by molecular collisions of the suspending
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medium, the particles are actively moving in a liquid. A ”gel” is that in general a colloidal
suspension of solid particles loses the motion, in consequence, the particles are gathered and
congealed like jelly. ”Sol-gel processing” is a chemical technique to obtain an oxide by the
use of a metal alkoxide to give rise to a hydrolysis and a condensation reactions. As a result
of these reactions, the sol loses the liquidity and becomes gel which would be heated up and
produced an oxide. Generally, a sol is made up of oxide (e.g. silicate) which has been used as
the precursors (starting compounds). Especially, tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS; Si(OC2H5)4)
is widely utilized as the precursor metal alkoxide. Metal alkoxides react easily with water
which is the so-called hydrolysis reaction resulting a hydroxyl ion which is attached to the
metal atom. The reaction can be written in chemical reaction formulas as follows:
Si(OR)4 +H2O 
 HO-Si(OR)3 +ROH
Si(OR)4 + 4H2O 
 Si(OH)4 + 4ROH
where R denotes a ligand (so if R is an alkyl (e.g. •CH3 (methyl) or •CH2CH3 (ethyl)). ROH
represents an alcohol, - here indicates a chemical bond. It is possible to complete the hydrolysis
reaction which depends on the amount of water and catalyst present. Then, all of the OR
groups can be replaced by OH as in the second chemical equation. However, if the metal is
partially hydrolyzed, Si(OH)4 will be Si(OR)4−n(OH)n.
A condensation reaction occurs with two partially hydolysed molecules. The reactions are
as follows:
(OR)3Si-OH + HO-Si(OR)3 −→ (OR)3Si-O-Si(OR)3 +H2O
(OR)3Si-OR + HO-Si(OR)3 −→ (OR)3Si-O-Si(OR)3 +ROH
The condensation releases small molecules such as water or alcohol by definition. Hydrolysis
and condensation reactions are able to continue to form larger silicon containing polymers (see
more details in Brinker and Scherer 1990).
Amorphous MgSiO3 sol-gel sample will be produced by the sol-gel reaction of magnesium
methylate Mg(OCH3)2 and tetraethoxysiloxane (TEOS) which can be caused by an promotion
of H2O2 (Burlitch et al. 1991; Agladze et al. 1996; Ja¨ger et al. 2003). The chemical reaction
could be written as follows:
(C2H5-O)4Si +Mg(OCH3)2 +H2O2 +H2O+ nCH3OH −→
MgSiO3 + (n+2)CH3OH+ 4C2H5OH+H2O
A first step to produce the amorphous MgSiO3 sol-gel sample is that TEOS is placed in
a three-necked flask as shown in Fig. 4.17. Magnesium methylate Mg(OCH3)2 solute in
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.18: The preparation of the sol-gel sample for amorphous MgSiO3. (a) A set up for the
distillation by using a rotary evaporation flask and a diagonal coil condenser to produce
the powder sample from the sol-gel solution. (b) After approximately 3 hours of the
rotational time, the sample is still in gel state. (c) It becomes the whitish powder after
6 hours of the rotational time.
methanol (CH3OH) is added in dropwise very slowly (approximately 100 mL methylate and
methanol mixture takes 3 hours). During the dropping of methylate, the whole mixture
(methylate/methanol and TEOS) is stirred thoroughly. After the methylate/metanol mixture
is completely added and stirred, 30 % H2O2 in 50 mL methanol solution is added in drop-
wise steadily about 3 hours. Thereafter, likewise, H2O in 50 mL methanol (bidest water) is
added in dropwise at a slow pace around 3 hours as well. During these dropping processes,
the mixture in the flask is always stirred thoroughly with a help of a magnetic stirring bar
in the bottom of the flask in Fig. 4.17 (right panel). After the four solutions are completely
mixed, again the complete mixture is stirred with adding heat and reflux for 10 hours. After-
wards, the mixture is cooled down to a room temperature, then it transforms into a very lax
gel. Up to here, a purified Ar-gas is required to utilize inside of the entire chemical devices
during the whole processes mentioned above in order to avoid the precipitation of insoluble
Mg(OH)(OCH3). Once the mixture transformes into the gel, it is possible to handle it in
air. Since the synthesize gel contains some different kinds of solvents from original solutions
such as methanol, ethanol, and water, it is necessary to remove them by the use of rotary
evaporator for distillation in Fig. 4.18. During this distillation process, the gel is getting firm
at first (Fig. 4.18 (b)). After 6 hours of rotation, the gel sample becomes powder completely
(Fig. 4.18 (c)). Then, the powdered sample is place in an oven with an oxygen (O2-gas) flow
for annealing so as to densify the structure of the magnesium silicate and remove the residues
of organic, especially, carbon. For amorphous magnesium silicates need up to a temperature
of 500-600 ◦C (depend on a sort) whereas the annealing temperature up to 1000 ◦C or more
is necessitated for crystalline silicates.
It is possible to determine the compositions of the completed magnesium silicate sol-gel
sample by using the electron dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis (Ja¨ger, private communication).
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Extinction Efficiency of Agglomerate Dust
Grains
Seven grain species with 18 different dust samples are utilized for the extinction efficiency
measurements through the aerosol technique in the mid-IR region between 8 and 25 µm in
wavelength while the solid state (amorphous or crystalline) and the morphological effects are
taken into account. The measured profiles are compared with calculations for some cluster
shapes applying three different theoretical approaches (Mie, T-matrix, and DDA).
5.1 Amorphous and Crystalline Silica (SiO2)
The morphological effects on the 9.0 µm extinction band for amorphous SiO2 monosphere
particles which are 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 µm in diameter (AS0.5, AS1.0, and AS1.5), and irregu-
lar shaped nano-sized amorphous particles (ASFS), together with irregular shaped crystalline
silica particles (CS) have been investigated. The effects are described in three sections: envi-
ronment (matrix), size and shape, and agglomeration of the particles. Furthermore, I include
Sec. 5.1.4, the difference in the spectra of amorphous and crystalline silica.
5.1.1 Matrix effect in silica
The KBr pellet technique has been experimentally used in infrared spectroscopy (e.g. Koike &
Hasegawa 1987; Ja¨ger et al. 1994; Begemann et al. 1997; Chihara et al. 2002). There remains
a doubt whether an environmental effect actually occurs or not once a sample is embedded
in a different medium (Papoular et al. 1998; Henning & Mutschke 2000; Speck et al. 2000;
Cle´ment et al. 2003) . If this happens, how much does the medium influence the band profiles?
First of all, I examine the matrix effects through the aerosol experiments and the KBr pellet
technique with the three different particle sizes.
The results of the aerosol (Aero) and KBr pellet spectroscopy measurements are shown in
Fig. 5.1, where the normalized extinction efficiency is plotted versus the wavelength. Since
the aerosol measurements are not quantitative, I use the normalization for the comparison.
The aerosol spectroscopy reveals considerably different band positions and full width at half
maximum (FWHM) compared to the KBr pellet measurements. The differences between
the peak positions are approximately 0.1 µm for the three particle sizes (Fig. 5.1, left). In
addition, broader FWHM is obtained with the KBr pellet technique compared to the aerosol
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Figure 5.1: Left panel: Normalized extinction efficiency (Qext) vs. wavelength of amorphous SiO2
particles (AS0.5, AS1.0 and AS1.5) via the aerosol (Aero) and KBr pellet (KBr) tech-
niques. Right panel: Normalized extinction efficiency (Qext) vs. wavelength of amor-
phous SiO2 particles (d=0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 µm) through the Mie calculations with two
different environments: vacuum and KBr media.
experiment. I consider that the powdered SiO2 sample in the KBr pellet remains as large
aggregates, and/or this may also be just an effect of the KBr environment which produces
the broader band. Fig. 5.1 (right) shows the comparison between SiO2 in vacuum and KBr
media through the Mie calculations1. Under these conditions (the particle diameters are 0.5,
1.0, and 1.5 µm and the wavelength range is between 8 and 10 µm), the Rayleigh limit is
valid (see Sec. 2.7.2); therefore, the size effect does not arise in the calculations. The peak
position shift between the vacuum and KBr media are obviously appeared through the Mie
calculations which signifies that the shift is caused by the effect of KBr environment rather
than the size effect.
5.1.2 Size, material, and shape effects
In comparison with the three different particle sizes in the aerosol measurements, the peak
position difference of the AS0.5 and AS1.5 samples is merely 0.03 µm, a factor of three and the
Rayleigh limit is not strictly valid in the particle size. As the particle size increases, the peak
position shifts to longer wavelengths in general. Likewise, there are no manifest differences in
the bandwidth among them because larger size particles compose smaller clusters (Sec. 4.1.2).
I also use exactly same size samples, but different manufacturers (produced by Lancaster,
d=0.5 and 1.5 µm) in this experiment. The peak position shift of these different manufactured
SiO2 samples never explains the difference between the experimental and theoretical peak
positions. Therefore, I have to assume that the optical constants used do not fully reflect the
true optical properties of the SiO2 materials. It is known that some of the products have a lower
density of 2.0 g cm−3 compared to bulk SiO2. In order to check the relevance of this fact for the
peak position differences, I take a porosity of the material into account by applying the effective
medium theory (EMT). In the EMT, effective optical properties of inhomogeneous particles are
obtained by using a mixing rule to average dielectric functions of the inhomogeneous medium
which is also called the Maxwell-Garnett theory (see Sec. 2.7.2; Bohren & Huffman 1983). I
select porosities (the volume fraction of vacuum) of 10 % and 20 % for calculating effective
1Optical constants of amorphous SiO2 from Phillip 1985.
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Figure 5.2: Normalized Qext vs. wavelength of amorphous SiO2 via the aerosol measurements (Aero)
with two different products (micromod and Lancaster; d=0.5 µm) compared to the
results of the Mie and EMT calculations.
Table 5.1: Summary of the peak positions in wavelengths via the aerosol measurements, Mie, DDA,
and T-matrix calculations for five different cluster shapes.
Theories\Cluster shape                                         Lin2 (mm) Lin3 (mm) Tetra4 (mm) Clu16.1(mm) Clu16.2(mm)
d=0.5 mm   Experimental Peak WL  8.94 mm      (Micromod), 8.80mm (Lancaster)
Mie calculation 8.83mm          
T-Matrix                                               8.81 8.81 8.83 8.83 8.89
DDA                                                   8.83 8.83 8.86 8.89 8.89
d=1.0 mm   Experimental Peak WL  8.95 mm (Micromod)     
Mie calculation   8.85mm
T-Matrix                                                            8.83 8.83 8.86 8.86 8.95
DDA                                                     8.85 8.85 8.91 8.91 8.95
d=1.5 mm    Experimental Peak WL  8.98 mm     (Micromod), 9.01mm (Lancaster)       
Mie calculation   8.89 mm
T-Matrix                                                                    8.89 8.86 8.86 8.89 8.98
DDA                                                         8.89 8.89 8.89 8.92 8.98
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Figure 5.3: Left panel: The SEM image of the nano-sized particles, the ASFS sample. Right
panel: Normalized Qext vs. wavelength of the three amorphous SiO2 samples (AS0.5,
AS1.0, and AS1.5) via the aerosol measurements compared with the nano-sized ASFS
sample.
dielectric functions and applied the Mie theory afterwards. The results of this simulation are
compared with the AS0.5 sample in Fig. 5.2. The Mie calculation for a compact material is
shown as a standard. As the volume fraction of vacuum increases, the peaks shift merely to
longer wavelengths compared to the Mie result for the compact material. Nevertheless, this
shift is clearly too small. So, I conclude that the cause of these peak differences between the
two samples is not only the effect of porosity, but it is also conceivable that the differences
might be related to the properties of the SiO2 materials themselves.
I consider that the large difference in the peak position between the Lancaster 0.5 and 1.5 µm
samples (Table 5.1) is due to such an effect. Therefore, I prefer to use the experimental results,
which are obtained from the micromod products, for hereafter comparison with astronomical
spectra.
In addition, irregular shaped nano-sized particles (ASFS) has been studied in comparison
with the monosphere particles (AS0.5, AS1.0, and AS1.5). As the particle size increases,
the adhesiveness of the particles is weakened (see Sec.4.1.2). In other words, the nano-sized
particles do easily form larger size agglomerates. As shown in Fig. 5.3 (left), most of the
agglomerates are approximately d>2 µm in size and construct the close-packed shapes in the
SEM image. Fig. 5.3 (right) shows the strong shift of the peak position and the change in
the bandwidth obviously. The peak position difference between the AS0.5 (at 8.94 µm) and
the ASFS (at 9.07 µm) samples is 0.13 µm to longer wavelengths and is not in the trend of
the dependence on the size of constituent particles because the individual particle size of the
monospheres is much larger than the ASFS one. Judging from the bandwidth of the ASFS
sample, not only the size of the agglomerates influences the band profiles strongly, but also
the shape of them (close-packed or elongated) according to the DDA calculations as shown in
Fig. 5.4 (see more details in Sec. 5.1.3).
5.1.3 Agglomerate effect
The comparison of experimental and theoretical results is given in Fig. 5.4. No excessive
differences are seen in the extinction efficiency calculations between the discrete dipole ap-
proximation (DDA) and the T-matrix methods for five different cluster shapes (Fig. 2.10;
see Sec. 2.7.4 & 2.7.5). Hence, I demonstrate the DDA calculations and the experimental
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Figure 5.4: Calculated (Mie for a single particle and DDA for the five different cluster shapes) and
measured (aerosol) normalized extinction efficiency Qext for the three particle sizes of
amorphous SiO2.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.5: The SEM images of the two cases via the aerosol experiments. (a) Not making a use
of the impactor to produce a large number of agglomerates. (b) Making a use of the
impactor to produce mostly single particles. Note that the black dots in the SEM pictures
are holes of the polyester filter having a diameter of 0.4 µm.
aerosol results of the monosphere samples with the three different particle sizes. Apart from
a certain discrepancy between the experimental and theoretical peak positions, which I will
discuss later, the main differences between calculated and measured spectra as well as among
the calculated spectra are occurring at the long wavelength side of the band. The simple
Mie result gives much too low extinction in this spectral range compared to the measured
curve. With increasing aggregate size, extinction rises in this wavelength range, resulting in a
better agreement with the experimental spectra for certain cluster sizes. This increase of the
extinction is much stronger for larger constituent particles, where the calculated extinction
for large clusters considerably exceeds the measured extinction. As a result of that, it might
be conceivable that the suspended particles in the cell are mostly small agglomerate clusters
which contain 2 to 10 particles dependence on size of constituents. In other words, there have
not been enough single particles in the cell for the spectra to be compared with the Mie results.
Another result of the simulations is that the close-packed clusters (e.g. Cluster 16.2) tend
to have a broader FWHM than the elongated ones (e.g. Cluster 16.1). The calculated peak
positions (see Tab. 5.1) reveal a shift to longer wavelengths with increasing agglomerate size.
In order to examine the effect from the agglomeration, the proportion of the agglomerate
and the single particles is modified while an impactor is detached from the setup. Fig. 5.5(a)
and (b) show the SEM images of the two cases. Without the impactor, most particles consti-
tute agglomerates which form both elongated and close-packed shapes in Fig. 5.5(a) whereas a
lot of single monosphere particles are moderately distributed when the impactor is applied in
Fig. 5.5(b). The estimated proportion of the particles contained in agglomerates to the single
particles is six to four in the former case. Inversely, the agglomerates and the single particles
are in the proportion of four to six in the latter case. In the latter case, almost all agglomer-
ates consist of a small number of particles (2 to 3). Fig. 5.6 (left) is a plot of the normalized
extinction efficiencies of the two cases. There is no noticeable change in the peak position at
8.95 µm; however, the bandwidth has been influenced by the agglomeration effect. As the
number and size of the agglomerates increases, the bandwidth increases especially beyond the
peak position. This effect is also seen and predictable in the theoretical calculations (see in
Fig. 5.4).
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Figure 5.6: Left panel: Normalized Qext vs. wavelength of AS1.0 via the aerosol measurements
compared with the two cases, which are less (with impactor) or more (without impactor)
agglomerates in the cell. Right panel: Normalized Qext vs. wavelength of crystalline silica
via the aerosol and KBr pellet measurements.
2µm
5µm
Figure 5.7: Left panel: SEM image of crystalline silica. Immediately after the annealing process is
done. Right panel: Typical agglomerates of approximately 5 µm in size that have been
directly sampled from the aerosol (TEM).
5.1.4 Crystalline vs. amorphous SiO2
As mentioned in Sec. 2.7.1, vibrations of a crystal lattice cause absorption bands at long
wavelengths. This is seen if the amorphous SiO2 sample undergoes an annealing process to
transform into crystalline form. For this purpose, the amorphous SiO2 sample is placed in an
oven with a temperature of 1450◦C for one hour (see Fig. 5.7, left), and after the transformation
is completed, the crystalline sample is milled carefully, and particles only d<1 µm in size are
selected.
The difference between the peak position via the aerosol and KBr pellet measurements is
approximately 0.1 µm which is very much alike the case of the amorphous samples as shown
in Fig. 5.6 (right). Similarly, broader bandwidth is obtained with the KBr pellet technique
compared to the aerosol experiment as well.
Fig. 5.7 (right) shows the SEM image of the crystalline silica particles in the cell via the
aerosol experiment, which contains more elongated and close-packed agglomerates than single
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Figure 5.8: Normalized Qext vs. wavelength of the AS1.5 and CS samples via the aerosol measure-
ments. (a) The wavelength between 8 to 10 µm. (b) The wavelength between 8 to
25 µm.
particles. Thus, that has a direct effect on the extinction spectrum at 9 µm in Fig. 5.8(a). In
comparison with the AS1.5 spectrum, a distinct difference in the bandwidth can be seen rather
than the peak position shift. Besides, more peak positions are detected at longer wavelengths
in the case of the CS sample as shown in Fig. 5.8(b). The peak positions at 12.51, 16.06, and
19.96 µm cannot be seen in the amorphous SiO2 spectrum (This section is based on Tamanai
et al. 2006a).
5.2 Amorphous and Crystalline Silicates
Different sorts of silicates, which are amorphous and crystalline Mg2SiO4 (AF & CF1, CF2,
CF3), amorphous and crystalline MgSiO3 (AE1, AE2 & CE), and crystalline olivine (Mg1.9Fe0.1SiO4)
(CO), have been investigated in order to clear up the causes of the extinction band variations.
Likewise, as in the case of silica, the description of the effects is divided into three sections:
environment, size, and shape and agglomeration. Moreover, a difference between amorphous
MgSiO3 produced by the sol-gel processing and melting is discussed.
5.2.1 Matrix effect in silicates
As shown in Fig. 5.9, the aerosol spectroscopy reveals considerably different band positions
and bandwidths as compared with the KBr measurements for the crystalline silicates. The
band positions and their differences are given as inserted tables in the plots. The bands
measured with the KBr pellet technique are shifted to longer wavelengths by amounts of up
to 0.24 µm, especially for the strong bands of the olivine-type crystals, CF1, CF2, and CO at
∼9.8 and ∼11 µm. Smaller features which do not shift very much, change their appearance
from isolated bands into shoulders and vice versa due to the shift of the strong bands. For
the CE, the shifts are not that strong (typically 0.1 µm) but affect all the band components.
For the amorphous materials, AF, AE1, and AE2, there is a clear detectable shift with the
amorphous MgSiO3, but a distinct shift is not seen with the amorphous Mg2SiO4.
The strong bands are more severely influenced than weaker ones. The strong bands are
known to be due to geometrical resonances of the grains, which, for example, for spherical
grains occur at ε=-2εm where ε and εm are the dielectric functions of the silicate and the
embedding medium (1.0 for air; ≈ 2.3 for KBr; Lide 1990), respectively (see Sec. 2.7.1). This
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Figure 5.9: Normalized Qext vs. wavelength of the aerosol (Aero) and KBr pellet (KBr) measure-
ments. (a) Irregular shaped crystalline forsterite (CF1); (b) Ellipsoidal shaped crystalline
forsterite (CF2); (c) Irregular shaped crystalline forsterite via the sol-gel process (CF3); (d) Ir-
regular shaped amorphous Mg2.3SiO4 via the sol-gel process (AF).
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Figure 5.9: (continued) (e) Irregular shaped amorphous MgSiO3 via the melting process (AE1); (f) Irregu-
lar shaped amorphous forsterite via the sol-gel process (AE2); (g) Irregular shaped crystalline
enstatite via the the melting process (CE); (h) Irregular shaped crystalline olivine (CO).
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Figure 5.10: SEM images of the crystalline forsterite (CF1) with two different sizes. (a) Original size
of the irregular shaped crystalline forsterite contains many large clumps approximately
7 µm in size. (b) Exactly a same material as (a), but the size of the particles are smaller
via the sedimentation process (davg≈3-4 µm).
can probably explain the detected shift toward longer wavelengths, where ε decreases. On the
other hand, the aggregation state of the particles in the aerosol and the KBr pellet techniques is
probably different because of the different dispersion methods and the pressing of the pellets.
Therefore, it may cause an additional influence on the band profiles. Unfortunately, the
agglomeration state in the KBr remains unknown, consequently the strength of this effect
cannot be explored.
5.2.2 Size effect in silicates
Originally, the CF1 particles are approximately 5 to 44 µm in size. Particles of size d<1 µm
are collected through the sedimentation process (Sec. 4.4.1). Thus, these samples are funda-
mentally the same material but different in size. Fig. 5.10(a) and (b) show the SEM images
of both the samples. Since the impactor has been utilized in the experiment, mostly the small
size particles are concentrated there and carried up to the cell. This signifies for the original
sample that particles of >5 µm size dominate in the aerosol (Fig. 5.10(a)) whereas the average
size of the particles are approximately 3 to 4 µm for the sedimented sample (Fig. 5.10(b)).
Thus, the clumps from the original sample remain in large numbers compared to the sedimen-
tation one. Normalized extinction efficiencies of both the samples around the 11 µm extinction
band are shown in Fig. 5.11. There is no excessive peak shift which is merely 0.03 µm. Nev-
ertheless, the bandwidth is influenced effectively by the size differences. Particularly, there is
a strong broadening of the band beyond the peak position for the original sample compared
to the sedimentation one. This effect is also seen in the experiment with silica (Sec. 5.1.2).
Hence, a disparity in size appears in the bandwidth rather than in a peak position shift.
5.2.3 Individual particle shape and agglomerate effects
The grain shapes can be examined in detail via microscopic analysis. The TEM images
(Fig. 4.15) are not in direct view of the aerosol sampling; however, the images clearly show
individual particle configurations refer to figures. The ellipsoidal shape of the crystalline
forsterite particles are rather roundish (CF2) whereas those of the irregular shaped crystalline
forsterite (CF1 and CF3) are non-uniform particles which have both sharp and rounded edges.
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Figure 5.11: Normalized Qext vs. wavelength of crystalline forsterite with the original size and the
smaller size particles by the sedimentation process.
The band profiles measured for these samples clearly differ in the sense that the peaks of
the geometrical resonances are shifted by up to 0.23 µm toward shorter wavelengths for the
roundish crystalline forsterite grains (CF2) in Fig. 5.12 (left) even though the size of both the
agglomerates are indistinguishable from each other (davg≈3-4 µm) (Fig. 5.12(a) and (b)). Also,
both the irregular shaped samples do not indicate distinctive differences at the peak positions
although there is a slight difference in the bandwidths. Though it cannot be directly proven
that the peak shift is a pure consequence of the grain shape, it is plausible that roundish grains
have peaks at shorter wavelength because the geometrical resonances of a sphere are situated
at such shorter wavelengths (see Fig. 5.12(left)). In contrast, irregular grains generally seem
to produce geometrical resonances at longer wavelengths, i.e. closer to the transverse optical
lattice frequencies. In addition, even if 3 to 4 µm agglomerates are dominating in the cell (this
is the same for CF2 and CF3), agglomerate is not responsible for the effect.
5.2.4 Amorphous silicates
Even if the sample production process is completely different in the crystalline materials
(e.g. forsterite from a commercial product (CF1) and the sol-gel process (CF3), the ex-
cessive change at 11 µm peak positions is not perceived in the aerosol experiments (see in
Fig. 5.12). Nevertheless, the peak position difference arises in the amorphous materials of
MgSiO3. Fig. 5.13 (right) shows the peak position difference between AE1 (melting) and AE2
(sol-gel) which is 0.14 µm in wavelength. The disparity between these two materials appears
not only at the peak position, but also at the short wavelength edges which indicate that
these materials are in different amorphous state. In addition, since both the samples are very
much identical with those of the shapes via the TEM images (see Fig. 4.15(f) & (g)), these
differences appeared in the bands are independent from the shape effect. In fact, it is not
simple to produce an exactly same amorphous state of sample with controlling the cooling
rate (see Sec. 3.1). In this case, the disparity may be caused by the porous structure of the
sol-gel material as shown in Fig. 5.13 (left).
Furthermore, although in amorphous silicate negative values of ε and therefore geometri-
cal resonances do not occur, a small band shift is expected for particles in KBr compared
to aerosol measurements in Fig. 5.9. Calculations of the peak positions in KBr and vacuum
for the continuous distribution of ellipsoid (CDE) model and with Mie theory give ∆λ=0.04
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Figure 5.12: Left panel: Normalized Qext vs. wavelength of crystalline forsterite compared with the
ellipsoid shape (CF2) and the irregular shapes (CF1 and CF3). Right panel: SEM
images of (a) the ellipsoid particles (CF2); (b) the irregular shaped particles (CF3)
deposited through the aerosol experiments. The back dots are the holes of the polyester
filter having a diameter of 0.4 µm.
and 0.27 µm, respectively for the amorphous enstatite (AE1)1, and ∆λ=0.02 and 0.20 µm, re-
spectively, for the amorphous forsterite (AF)2. Because the CDE approach produces a broader
extinction efficiency curve compared to the Mie calculation, there arises the different ∆λ in the
Mie and CDE calculations (Sec. 2.7.2 & 2.7.3). However, this shift is seen in the amorphous
MgSiO3, but not in the amorphous Mg2SiO4, which is currently not yet well understood (This
section is based on Tamanai et al. 2006b).
5.3 Amorphous and Crystalline High Condensation
Temperature Materials
The band profiles between 8 and 25 µm in wavelength of high condensation temperature
crystalline materials, Al2O3(corundum), MgAl2O4(spinel), and TiO2(rutile), have been studied
by the use of the same investigation methods as the silica and silicate dust grains. The results
are classified into two parts which are environment and disparity of two products in crystalline
α-corundum.
5.3.1 Matrix effect in high condensation temperature materials
Fig. 5.14 represents the extinction spectra of all high condensation temperature samples.
Substantially different band positions and bandwidths are obtained from the aerosol spectro-
scopic measurements as compared with the KBr pellet technique. The peak position differ-
ences amount to about 1.0 µm for the geometrical resonances of the crystalline α-corundum
(CC1) grains (see Sec. 5.2.1) as shown in Fig. 5.14(a). In order to verify the difference in
the bandwidths of the aerosol and KBr pellet measurements, the two continuous distribution
of ellipsoids (CDE1 & CDE2) methods3 are applied (Sec. 2.7.3). The CDE1 calculates the
1Optical constants (Dorschner et al. 1995; http://www.astro.uni-jena.de/Laboratory/Database/silicates.html).
2Optical constants (Ja¨ger et al. 2003; http://www.astro.uni-jena.de/Laboratory/Database/silicates.html).
3Optical constants of α-corundum from Querry 1985.
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Figure 5.13: Left panel: TEM image of the amorphous MgSiO3 via the sol-gel process (AE2). The
porous configuration of the amorphous material is clearly visible. Right panel: Normal-
ized Qext vs. wavelength of amorphous MgSiO3 comparing the melting (AE1) and the
sol-gel (AE2) materials.
extinction efficiency of most likely near-spherical particle shapes whereas the CDE2 assumes
all ellipsoidal shapes with equal probability (see more details in Fabian et al. 2001b). Fig. 5.15
shows the comparison of the CDE2 calculations with the aerosol and KBr pellet measurements
for CC1 sample. The CDE2 calculations predict that there occurs a bandwidth difference in
vacuum and KBr media. The CDE2 calculation predicts broad bands (≈ 10.5 - 18 µm) for
both the KBr and aerosol measurements. In fact, the broad band in that wavelength range is
seen in the aerosol measurement, but not in the KBr measurement. A possible explanation for
the bandwidth difference between the both measurements is that extreme shaped agglomerates
(e.g. elongated agglomerates) are formed by small size particles in the aerosol experiments. A
definite cause of the difference in the bandwidths of the aerosol and KBr pellet measurements
is not well understood.
It is also interesting that the extra peaks around 17 and 22.47 µm appear only in the spec-
trum measured with the aerosol technique, which is not in the least able to notice in the KBr
measurements. A different product of the crystalline α-corundum (CC2) spectrum measured
with the KBr pellet technique is shifted to longer wavelengths as well. The maximum peak
position shift is less than the case of the CC1 which is the amount of up to 0.64 µm. Likewise,
the crystalline γ-corundum (CCg) shows the band shift to longer wavelengths in the KBr
measurement; however, the shift is exceedingly small compared to the α-corundum samples
(∆λmax=0.29 µm).
The same effect can be seen in both the crystalline spinel (CSp) and rutile (CR). The largest
shift is produced by the CR in the entire samples. The maximum difference is 1.49 µm in
wavelength. In every respect, all spectra of crystalline materials measured with the KBr pel-
let technique are shifted to longer wavelengths due to geometrical resonances of the grains
(see Sec. 5.2.1).
5.3.2 The disparity of products
Two different crystalline α-corundum samples, which are CC1 and CC2, have been examined.
Unlike amorphous materials, the crystalline solids have the uniform atomic order in certain
geometric lattices (see Sec. 3.2). Thus, as far as the materials have the same crystalline struc-
ture, they ought not to produce extreme variations in measured spectra. However, in point
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Figure 5.14: Normalized Qext vs. wavelength of (a) Irregular shaped crystalline α-corundum (CC1); (b) Ir-
regular shaped crystalline α-corundum (CC2); (c) Irregular shaped crystalline γ-corundum
(CCg); (d) Irregular shaped crystalline spinel (CSp), and (e) Irregular shaped crystalline rutile
(CR).
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Figure 5.15: Normalized Qext vs. wavelength of crystalline α-corundum (CC1) via both the aerosol
(Aero) and KBr pellet measurements compared with the CDE2 calculations in vacuum
(Vac) and KBr media.
of fact, the two samples produce substantial differences in both the KBr pellet technique and
aerosol measurement. In order to clarify that, the agglomerate effect is taken into account
at the outset. The SEM images of both the samples reveal the clear shapes of the flying
particles in the cell during the aerosol measurement (Fig. 5.14(a) and (b)). The CC1 particles
form more complex and elongated agglomerates whereas the CC2 ones contain a lot of large
clumps from the original powders. The TEM image in Fig. 4.15(m) indicates that the CC2
sample still includes large size clumps (d>5 µm) which probably cannot be separated in the
dust disperser and impactor thoroughly. Fig. 5.16(a) and (b) show the spectra taken from
the KBr and aerosol measurements for the CC1 and CC2 samples compared with the CDE1
and CDE2 calculations, respectively. The spectrum shape of the CC1 sample (Fig. 5.16(a))
is similar to trapezoid with three gradual peaks between 12 and 18 µm in wavelengths; there-
fore, an obvious broadening beyond the peak position cannot be seen in both the KBr and
aerosol measurements in these cases. Nevertheless, the broadening appears in the CC2 sample
(Fig. 5.16(b)) with both measurements. Especially, there is an excessive broadening beyond
16 µm in the aerosol measurement. This may be caused by the agglomerate effect due to a
large number of the clumps.
Individual particle shapes clearly appear in the TEM images as well. The CC1 sample
has rather roundish shapes whereas the CC2 one takes the form of sharp-edged particles. As
discussed in Sec. 5.2.3, the peaks of the geometrical resonances shift to shorter wavelength
in the case of the roundish crystalline forsterite grains. This result may also apply to these
α-corundum grains. Indeed, both the experimental and theoretical spectra of the CC1 sam-
ple indicate the peak positions at short wavelengths compared to those of the CC2 sample.
These calculations also demonstrate that the band profiles of the CDE1 results have some
resemblance to the measured spectra of the CC1 sample (Fig. 5.16(a)) whereas the CDE2 cal-
culated band profiles fit better with that of the CC2 sample (Fig. 5.16(b)). The peak position
differences are seen as compared with the calculated and measured profiles since the CDEs
calculate for particles in the Rayleigh limit (Sec. 2.7.2); therefore, the particles, which must
be much smaller than that of wavelength, produce the disparity in peak positions. The CC2
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Figure 5.16: Normalized Qext vs. wavelength of crystalline α-corundum compared with the two
different products which are CC1 and CC2 samples together with the two different
CDE calculations. (a) Compared with CDE1 calculations in vacuum (Vac) & KBr
media and the aerosol & KBr measurements with CC1 samples. (b) Compared with
CDE2 calculations in vacuum (Vac) & KBr media and the aerosol & KBr measurements
with CC2 samples.
sample has extra extinction at λ >18 µm and λ >23 µm (Fig. 5.16(b)). Probably these extra
extinction is due to a size or agglomerate effects.
A major problem is how to interpret the twin peaks in the spectrum of the CC1 sample
between 12 and 15 µm in wavelength. A possibility is that these twin peaks in the CC1 sample
are integrated and appeared as one distinct sharp peak at 15.58 µm in the KBr pellet mea-
surement and at 14.94 µm in the aerosol measurement for the spectrum of the CC2 sample.
Contrary to the peak position, these spectrum valleys at 15.86 and 20.72 µm in the aerosol and
15.88 and 20.81 µm in KBr measurements correspond well to each sample. Other peaks from
the CC2 sample, specifically beyond 15.8 µm valley, are situated at slightly longer wavelengths.
By the same token, the valleys of the CDE results agree relatively well with both the aerosol
and KBr measured spectra as well in Fig. 5.15 and Fig. 5.16(a) & (b). Hence, the peak around
14 µm region is strongly influenced for some reason which may be from morphological effects
(especially, shape effect), moderately different bond distance in the crystal structure (Ja¨ger,
private communication), and/or purity of the sample itself. Unfortunately, a specific cause of
the peak position and shape differences between the two samples is not well understood.
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Comparison with Astronomical Observations
I demonstrate the importance of the experimentally measured extinction spectra by directly
applying them into observed spectra. In this section, five types of astronomical objects, which
are young stellar objects (YSOs) including T Tauri stars (TTSs) and Herbig Ae/Be (HAEBE)
stars, Vega-type stars, oxygen-rich Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB) stars, and comet are
taken into consideration.
6.1 T Tauri stars (TTSs)
In recent years, advanced observational techniques have provided new information of the star
and planet formation process via YSOs. Specifically, knowledge with regard to low-mass
(M . 2 M) and intermediate mass stars (2 - 10 M) have been considerably enhanced.
T Tauri stars (TTSs) are YSOs, which have lower mass (M . 2 M) than that of HAEBE
stars (see Sec. 6.2), associated with nebulosity. These are also pre-main-sequence stars (<10 Myrs)
having low temperature spectra from F to M types (equivalent in surface effective temper-
atures ∼7000-3000 K) (Joy 1945; Herbig 1962; Bertout 1989) together with strong emission
lines caused by chromospheric activity 1 and stellar winds (Illingworth 1994; Hartmann 1998).
TTSs are divided into two types depending on strength of Hα emission. When Hα emission
width is broader than 10 A˚, the objects are called ”classical” TTSs (CTTSs) which emit ex-
ceedingly strong emission lines since they are surrounded by large-scaled disks. Conversely, if
Hα emission width is narrower than 10 A˚, TTSs belong to ”weak-emission” pre-main-sequence
stars (WTTSs) which have very thin disks or no remaining disks around.
It is conceivable that these WTTSs hold a clue to understand the early phases of stellar
evolution because some of fragments (e.g. dust grains and molecules) existed in circumstel-
lar disks might be utilized for planetesimal formation; as a result, there are no obstructions
anymore from the remnants of the disks. In Taurus, approximately 40 % of the known TTSs
with ages younger than 3 Myr belong to WTTS which signifies that almost half of pre-main-
sequence objects do not indicate clear evidences or at least signs of the circumstellar disks in
existence (e.g. detection of near-infrared emission and/or optical hot continuum emission from
the disks) (Hartmann 1998). A reason why some of few million years TTSs possess the disks
or not is still the unsolved issue. Enhancing an apprehension of the physical and chemical dust
properties are necessitated to solve the question with reagrd to evolution of the circumstellar
1The chromospheric activity is a set of phenomena that requires rapid rotation and a deep convective outer
envelope which exists in TTSs, but not in HAEBE stars.
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Table 6.1: Properties of the three different stars: TTS, HAEBE, Vega-type.
Object Class Spectral type T [K] Age [Myr] Ref.
Hen 3-600A TTS M4 Tstellar=3200∗ 10† Schegerer et al. (2006)
HD104237 HAEBE A4Ve Teff=10500 — Meeus et al. (2001)
HD113766 Vega-type F3/F5V Tadopted=6750 10-20‡ Schu¨tz et al. (2005)
∗ A reference from Metchev et al. (2004).
† A reference from Kessler-Silacci et al. (2005).
‡ A reference from Meyer et al. (2001).
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Figure 6.1: The emission spectrum of a TTS, Hen 3-600A (Schegerer et al. 2006) is compared to
the spectra of CF1, CE, AF, CS, and ASFS via the aerosol measurements. Note that a
small gap around 9 µm in the emission band is due to incorrectable atmospheric ozone
feature.
disks in TTSs to planet formation.
A detailed information of observed emission spectra of Hen 3-600 (TTS), HD104237 (HAEBE),
and HD113766 (Vega-type) stars are in Table 6.1. The spectrum of Hen 3-600A has been an-
alyzed by Honda et al. (2003) with the use of Subaru COMICS2 and Schegerer et al. (2006)
with W.M. Keck Observatory, LWS3. Due to the use of their different fitting procedures (see
more details in Schegerer et al. 2006), the resultant spectrum of Hen 3-600A is slightly dif-
ferent. The N-band emission spectrum of Hen 3-600A (Schegerer et al. 2006) is compared to
five different experimental results as shown in Fig. 6.1. Interestingly, the strong peak position
of the crystalline forsterite appears at nearly 11 µm that the aerosol result of CF1 reproduces
fittingly as well as the peak at 9.9 µm. The peaks of CE measured spectrum via the aerosol
reproduce the peak positions of the observed emission spectrum as well, especially at 9.23,
9.87, and 11.08 µm. A wavelength between 9 and 9.2 µm might be from crystalline enstatite
like CE, crystalline silica like CS, irregular shaped amorphous SiO2 like the ASFS samples,
or all under the condition that the grain size must be very large. However, it is necessary to
analyze the observed spectrum with a longer wavelength range in order to confirm whether it
is the crystalline or amorphous SiO2 dust grains since the typical CS feature appears beyond
28.2 m Subaru Telescope, Cooled Mid-Infrared Camera and Spectrometer (COMICS) with the high resolution
(R=250) has been used.
3Long Wavelength Spectrometer (LWS) with the lower resolution (R=150) was used.
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Figure 6.2: Comparison of the emission spectra for a HAEBE star, HD104237 (Meeus et al. 2001)
with the extinction efficiency measured in the aerosol experiments (CF1, CE, and AF).
12.5 µm (see in Fig. 5.8, right). In addition, because the most crystalline materials show more
absorption peaks beyond 16 µm, it is necessary to compare the band profiles in a wide range.
This TTS, Hen 3-600A does not only contain exceedingly crystalline-rich dust grains, but
also a large amount of amorphous silicate and possibly SiO2 are present which indicate that
active ongoing annealing may take place for further condensation process because the exis-
tence of SiO2 has a close connection with that of the crystalline forsterite to form pyroxene
type of silicate such as enstatite (Bouwman et al. 2001).
6.2 Herbig Ae/Be stars (HAEBE stars)
HAEBE stars, which are very young (<10 Myr) pre-main-sequence intermediate mass stars,
are embedded in the gas and dust envelopes and might be surrounded by circumstellar disks.
Herbig (1960) proposed the criteria of HAEBE stars taking account of that the stars are
connected with a nebulosity. After new discoveries regarding HAEBE stars (a detection of
some isolated HAEBE stars that were not related to nebulae or dark clouds (e.g. Walker &
Wolstencroft 1988; Hu et al. 1991; Oudmaijer et al. 1992, Malfait et al. 1998)), the criteria
have been modified as below:
? Spectral types A or B together with emission lines
(correspond to surface effective temperatures ∼ 7500 - 30000 K)
? IR radiation excess due to circumstellar dust
? Luminosity class III to V (III giants; IV subgiants; V main sequence)
Massive stars (M>10 M) are considered to be able to form exclusively in giant molecular
clouds whereas low-mass stars start to take place their formation not only in giant molecular
clouds, but also in dark clouds (or dark nebulae) where interstellar gas and dust are contained
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dense enough to obscure partially or completely the light from stars; therefore, HAEBE stars
hold a key to understand the process between massive star and low-mass star formation (Ap-
penzeller 1994).
Furthermore, it is conceivable that HAEBE stars are ancestors of Vega-type stars (will dis-
cuss in Sec. 6.3), which are closely related with planet formation process (Waters &Waelkens 1998;
Bouwman 2001). Extensive investigation of dust properties in HAEBE stars promotes a better
understanding of planet formation processes.
As Meeus et al. (2001) suggested the presence of crystalline silicates and/or larger silicate
grains in HD104237 as shown in Fig. 6.2, there is a high possibility to contain large size dust
grains according to the broad bandwidth between 10 and 12 µm in wavelength which may
originate especially from large size amorphous silicate grains. The indications of the crys-
talline forsterite and enstatite grains in existence are seen at around 11, 16, 19, and 23 µm
and 9, 10.5, 19, and 23 µm, respectively.
So far, although the crystalline forsterite dust grains are detected in many HAEBE systems,
the incontrovertible evidence for the presence of the crystalline enstatite grains has been re-
ported in only two systems which are HD72106 (Schu¨tz et al. 2005a) and HD179218 (Bouwman
et al. 2001). It may be a possibility that there is a chemical reaction of forsterite and silica to
form enstatite in a sufficient temperature and pressure (Sec. 3.3.1) (e.g. Rietmeijer et al. 1986;
Bouwman et al. 2001). However, the formation process and mechanism have not been clarified
yet. The spectrum of the CE via the aerosol measurement reproduces well expressly the wave-
length range between 9.87 and 10.5 µm compared to the spectrum of HD104237 (Fig. 6.2);
therefore, HD104237 may possibly contain the large size crystalline enstatite dust grains as
well.
6.3 Vega-type stars
As discussed in a previous section 6.2, Vega-type stars may be descendant of HAEBE stars.
Vega-type stars which are ordinary main-sequence stars with the intermediate mass, but have
substantial infrared excess emission that suggests an existence of abundant dust grains orbiting
around the central star. Considering a short lifetime of the orbiting dust grains (Burns et
al. 1979) and the effect of Poynting-Robertson drag, the dust grains must be supplied by some
other sources. Weissman (1984) proposed that the dust grains around Vega-type stars are
replenished by larger objects: comets strew over dust grains when they pass by Vega-type
stars; planetesimals collide with each other, and their fragments are sprinkled around Vega-
type star regions as well as asteroids. In other words, Vega-type stars are surrounded by
circumstellar debris disks. One of the most important discoveries in these Vega-type stars is
that some planets, planetary companions, and planet candidates have been detected in the
Vega-type system (Mayor et al. 1995; Marcy & Butler 1998; Marcy et al. 1999; Ku¨rster et
al. 2000). These discoveries may be a clear evidence of planet formation in the disks.
The study of the dust grains in the debris disks of Vega-type stars will give a hint for
evolutional process of planet formation and be able to trace the stages through which HAEBE
stars pass as they develop into Vega-type stars.
A Vega-type object, HD113766 is selected for a comparison. HD113766 has been confirmed
by Mannings & Barlow (1998) as a Vega-type star. HD113766 is a binary system, and the
excess flux comes from the primary star of the system (Meyer et al. 2001). Fig. 6.3(a) shows the
emission spectrum of the crystalline silicate-rich Vega-type star HD113766 (Schu¨tz et al. 2005),
together with the band profiles of CF1, CE, and AF measured via the aerosol measurements
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of the observed emission features for a Vega-type star, HD113766 with the
experimental results and theoretical calculations. (a) HD113766 (Schu¨tz et al. 2005) and
the CF1, CE, and AF spectra obtained from the aerosol measurements. The light gray
dotted lines denote the peak positions of the CF1 aerosol result. (b) Calculated band
profiles for crystalline forsterite using the Mie (r=0.1 µm), CDE, and DHS models. Note
that a small gap between 9.4 and 9.7 µm in the emission band of HD113766 is due to
incorrectable atmospheric ozone feature (Schu¨tz et al. 2005).
as well as calculated band profiles of crystalline forsterite4 for the CDE model (Bohren &
Huffman 1983), and for the distribution of hollow spheres (DHS) model in Fig. 6.3(b) (Min et
al. 2005).
Evidently, the calculated band profiles cannot reproduce both the observed and laboratory-
measured data. The CDE model leads to band profiles that are far broader than the laboratory
measurements. The DHS model predicts the structure of the observed band correctly as
compared with the emission spectrum of HD113766 but produces peaks at excessively long
wavelengths, particularly at 10.1 µm (similar to the CDE). In contrast to this, the aerosol
measurement of the CF1 sample reproduces quite well the positions of the main peaks in the
observed spectrum at 9.9 and 11.0 µm. The peak at 11.3 µm, however, is not reproduced. This
may indicate that the disk of HD113766 contains much larger grains (larger than 3 to 4 µm
which is the average dust grain size of the aerosol measurement for the crystalline forsterite).
In addition, the band profiles of CF2 fail to reproduce the observed features (see Fig. 5.9(b))
4Optical constant of crystalline forsterite from Servoin & Pirious 1973 are used.
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since the peak positions are situated much shorter than the irregular ones. This may be
a clue that the forsterite- or olivine-type grains in HD113766 differ in their morphological
properties from the small roundish grains like the ellipsoidal particles. I should note here
that the measured spectrum of the natural olivine grains provides a similar match like that
of the crystalline forsterite. Therefore, this may be a possibility that HD113766 may include
crystalline olivine instead of the forsterite, or both of them may be coexisting in the disk.
Schu¨tz et al. (2005) mentioned the existence of large size amorphous silicate and absence of
SiO2. Regarding to the amorphous silicate, amorphous forsterite might be a possible candidate
for that in Fig. 6.3.
As discussed in Sec. 6.2, the existence of SiO2 has a close connection with that of crystalline
forsterite due to the thermal annealing system (Bouwman et al. 2001). Although SiO2 has
been found in HAEBE stars in general, it cannot be detected easily in Vega-type stars. Hence,
it is conceivable that crystalline silicates are replenished by collisions of large bodies and/or
come flying comets which signifies that the second generation dust plays an important role in
Vega-type stars rather than dust from the annealing process.
It is difficult to determine the dust properties by the type of stars. Both HAEBE and Vega-
type stars bear a close resemblance in those dust features. Consequently, further investigation
is necessary to clarify.
6.4 Oxygen-rich Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB) stars
The main dust grain source is located in the outflow of asymptotic giant branch (AGB) stars
as mentioned in Sec. 2.1. The chemical and mineralogical compositions of dust grains in AGB
stars are not clarified yet. The strong 13 µm band has been detected from oxygen-rich circum-
stellar envelopes around evolved stars has some possible candidates such as Al-silicates, SiO2,
Al2O3, MgAl2O4, TiO2 (e.g. Tielens 1990; Begemann et al. 1997; Posch et al. 1999; Fabian et
al. 2001a).
In fact, Posch et al. (1999) have shown that neither corundum nor rutile could not account
precisely for the 13 µm emission band because the peak position of the corundum was situated
slightly at shorter wavelength (12.7 µm). In contrast, the rutile was located rather in longer
wavelength (13.4 µm). Only the case of spinel corresponded closely with the 13 µm emission
band (12.95 µm) via their theoretical approaches. Fabian et al. (2001a) have verified the syn-
thesized spinel by taking different Al/Mg-ratios into account. They found out that the peak
position of the near-stoichiometric synthetic spinel (e.g. Mg1.01Al1.99O4 and Mg0.94Al2.04O4)
fitted well at 13 µm in wavelength compared with the spectra of oxygen-rich circumstellar
shells.
Most of the refractory materials, which are defined as chemical substances that are removed
from the vapor phase at relatively high temperatures, could be condensed into grains. As the
temperature drops, grains begin to condense out of the gas. A complete understanding of
planet formation requires a search for the highest temperature at which condensation occurs.
Then, the whole condensation sequence will be revealed. For that reason, it is important to
verify the 13 µm band profile of the AGB stars. In this subsection, I attach great importance
to the morphological effects to examine the 13 µm band profile for some AGB objects.
Three AGB stars are compared with the experimental results and basic properties of these
objects are compiled in Table 6.2. Fig. 6.4(a), (b), and (c) show the observed emission spec-
tra of these AGB objects together with the experimentally measured spectra of crystalline
γ-corundum (CCg), crystalline spinel (CSp), and crystalline rutile (CR) in the wavelength
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Figure 6.4: Comparison of the observed emission features for the three AGB stars with the experi-
mental results. (a) The emission spectrum of g Her (Posch et al. 1999 & 2002); (b) YUMa
(Posch et al. 1999 & 2002); (c) V 1943 Sgr (Fabian et al. 2001a & Posch et al. 2002)
are compared with the aerosol measurements of CCg, CSp, and CR. The gray dot lines
denote the 13 µm.
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Table 6.2: Properties of the three AGB stars.
Object Class Spectral type Band pos. [µm] Ref.
g Her SRb M6III 12.95, 19.5 Posch et al. (1999) & (2002)
Y UMa SRb M7II-III 13.0, 19.5 Posch et al. (1999) & (2002)
V1943 Sgr Lb M8 13.0, 19.5 Fabian et al. (2001a); Posch et al. (2002)
range between 9 and 24 µm.
Another characteristic of AGB star spectra is the prominent 19.5 µm dust emission feature.
Thus, it is suitable to compare the observed spectra with the experimental results in a wide
range of wavelengths. A very strong 13 µm feature appears in all three objects as well at
19.5 µm. The crystalline spinel measured via the aerosol measurement cannot reproduce the
peak position at both 13 and 19.5 µm. This is probably due to presence of larger grains. Nev-
ertheless, 19.5 µm feature is reasonably reproduced by the CR via the aerosol measurements.
Although the CR does not reproduce the peak at 13 µm well, the downslope between the peak
positions at 13.5 and 19.8 µm correspond well with these observed emission spectra. Hence,
both peaks at 13 and 19.5 µm may originate from crystalline rutile. In fact, the theoretical
calculation predicts that the primary condensation species in oxygen-rich circumstellar dust
shells around pulsating AGB stars is TiO2 as a most promising candidate (Jeong et al. 1999).
Although the presence of rutile dust grains in spectra of AGB stars have not been confirmed
so far, it comes as no surprise that the TiO2 will be present in the environment.
A different possibility of the 13 µm feature is that if the grain size of crystalline α-corundum
(CC1) is larger (>10 µm), the peak position may shift to longer wavelengths; however, both
crystalline samples (CC1 and CC2) do not reproduce any peaks at 19.5 µm (Fig. 5.14(a) & (b)).
Hence, it is still a question whether the crystalline α-corundum can be the one to originate
the strong 13 µm feature. Also, the measured crystalline γ-corundum (CCg) spectrum cannot
reproduce at both the peak positions as shown in Fig. 6.4. As Cami (2002) analyzed the
spectrum of the AGB star G Her, the way of approaching is that each peak possibly arises
from different sources such as a broad 11 µm band from amorphous alumina-oxide, a 13 µm
band from spinel, and a 19.5 µm feature from Mg0.1Fe0.9SiO4. However, it is conceivable that
both the peaks at 13 and 19.5 µm originate from the same source due to the consistency of
the descending slope between the peaks.
The CR sample is the one which makes the largest difference between the aerosol and KBr
pellet measurements (∆λ=1.49 µm); therefore, the sample may be delicate to take care which
means that a little difference in size, shape, and agglomeration state may exert a significant
influence on the band profile. This still needs additional investigation to verify. Nevertheless, I
suggest that the crystalline rutile is a promising candidate for the origin of the 13 and 19.5 µm
for the AGB stars.
6.5 Comets
A comet is a mass of ice and dust that travels around the Sun or other stars. In general, comets
are composed of three parts such as the nucleus, coma (their atmosphere), and tail. Comets
are considered to form in a remaining molecular cloud after a star or planet formation. This
remaining molecular cloud gives rise to a cocoon of comets which undergoes many collisions,
integrations, adsorption of surrounding molecules in order to grow up as a nucleus. Thus, the
nucleus of comets has preserved the fragments of primitive materials with original forms from
the beginning of the solar system. Whipple (1951) proposed the ”dirty snowball” model for
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the cometary nucleus which is a few kilometers in size solid object consisting mainly of water
ice, mixture of silicate grains and dust. Dust and molecules in the coma and tail of comets
arise from the evaporation of the nucleus as a comet approaches to the Sun; therefore, these
dust certainly come from the nucleus of comets. A few things have been clarified about the
cometary dust through the IR observations so far.
Most of the dust in comets are few micrometer in size and considered to form porous ag-
gregates with fractal structures which contain different chemical components (e.g. Greenberg
& Hage 1990; Okamoto et al. 1994). The dust can be divided primarily into two mineralogi-
cal compositions. One is metallic materials such as iron and graphite. The other is silicates
(Mukai 1982). Understanding the optical properties of the cometary dust grains traces the
origin of the solar system.
Fig. 6.5 shows the emission spectrum from the dust grains of comet Hale-Bopp (C/1995
O1) in the coma which was observed by the short-wavelength spectrometer (SWS) of the ISO
when the comet was located approximately 2.9 AU from the Sun on October 1996 (Crovisier
et al. 1997) in the upper panel together with the CF1 and CO measured in the aerosol exper-
iment in the bottom panel. Hale-Bopp represents strong emission features at about 10 to 12
(strongest peak at 11.3 µm), 19.5, and 23.5 µm, and a minor peak near 16 µm. On the whole,
as Crovisier et al. (1997) stated, the peak positions of the Hale-Bopp spectrum correspond to
these of the crystalline olivine and forsterite (Mg-rich olivine) particles. The aerosol results do
not reproduce well with the observed emission feature that may be caused by the average size
of the agglomerates and the individual particle sizes are too small in comparison to the dust
grains in the coma of the Hale-Bopp. The bandwidths of the observed spectrum are much
broader than that of the experimental ones. Specifically, the emission feature at near 10 µm
does not appear as a clear sharp peak and looks like both 10 and 11.3 µm peaks continuously
connected with each other. This phenomenon, that the peaks become dimmer, can be revealed
in theoretical calculations (see Fig. 5.4) as the particle size increases.
As Li & Greenberg (1998) proposed that the average grain size of Hale-Bopp is approxi-
mately 7.9 to 25.3 µm and extremely porous, the dust grains in the coma may be exceedingly
large and irregular in shape since small roundish dust grains have peak positions at shorter
wavelengths. This is a next task to investigate how the high porous dust grains influence the
band profiles.
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Figure 6.5: Comparison among the ISO-SWS spectrum from the comet Hale Bopp (C/1995 O1)
(Crovisier et al. 1997) and the experimental spectra of CF1 and CO grains via the
aerosol measurement. Note that the gray dot lines denote the peak positions of the
observed spectrum.
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Conclusions and Outlook
The major part of this project provides the concept of corresponding to morphological in-
fluences on the experimentally measured extinction band profiles of dust grains avoiding the
effect of electromagnetic interaction with solid embedding media.
Fundamental characteristic of astrophysically relevant solid materials such as silicate, silica,
corundum, spinel, and rutile are summarized from the chemical and solid-state viewpoints.
Extinction exceedingly depends on physical properties of the dust grains, for instance, the
effects of conductivity, crystallinity, chemical composition, shape, and size.
Aerosol technology has been adopted for obtaining the extinction spectra of free-flying par-
ticles in the mid-infrared region of both amorphous and crystalline grains which are directly
comparable to observed spectra. Simultaneously, the extinction has been measured via the
classical KBr pellet technique as well in order to verify the influence of electromagnetic inter-
action with solid embedding media. The experimental setup is paid close attention to separate
the dust particles as much as possible. A rotating brush dust disperser has been utilized be-
cause it is possible to maintain a constant aerosol flow. An originally manufactured impactor
is applied for concentrating the smaller aerosol particles.
The experimentally measured extinction spectra are examined in order to investigate how
the morphological effects exert on the band profiles together with making use of electron mi-
croscopes (TEM and SEM). The influence of electromagnetic interaction with solid embedding
media is revealed via the comparison between the aerosol and KBr pellet measured spectra.
Particularly, the crystalline grains show substantially different band positions and bandwidths.
The aerosol measured spectra tend to shift toward shorter wavelengths due to geometrical res-
onances of the grains. The maximum peak position difference between the two measurements
is produced by the crystalline rutile that is ∆λ=1.49 µm.
The measured band profiles are not only influenced by the agglomerate shapes, but also by
individual particle shapes. The band profiles measured for the irregular and ellipsoid shaped
crystalline forsterite obviously differ from each other in a way that the peak positions of the
geometrical resonances are shifted by up to 0.23 µm in the direction of shorter wavelengths for
the ellipsoid grains in the aerosol experiments. Conversely, the irregular shaped grains appear
to produce geometrical resonances at longer wavelengths in general, that is in the vicinity of
the transverse optical lattice frequencies. Besides, close-packed agglomerates tend to result in
a broader band than elongated ones as I have demonstrated by DDA calculations for differ-
ently shaped clusters of spherical SiO2 particles.
The grain size difference has an effect on the band profiles as well. The spectrum from
larger-sized crystalline forsterite grains shows a broader bandwidth; however, there is not
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much difference in the peak position (∆λ=0.03 µm).
The measured extinction spectra have been compared to the observed emission spectra of
five different types of objects which are TTSs, HAEBE stars, Vega-type stars, oxygen-rich
AGB stars, and a comet for the spectral analysis. Many observed emission spectra of YSOs
and Vega-type stars as well as comets show a strong peak around 11 µm in wavelength which
is indicating the existence of crystalline olivine-type (e.g. forsterite) dust grains. In previous
work, the peak position of the crystalline forsterite has been fixed at 11.2 µm by the KBr
pellet measurements. Nevertheless, the crystalline forsterite does not always have the peak
position at 11.2 µm if the morphological effects are taken into consideration. Hence, even if a
strong peak located λ < 11 µm is seen in the emission spectrum, the object possibly contains
crystalline forsterite grains that may have roundish shapes and/or small in size.
The crystalline rutile may be a promising candidate for the source of the strong emission
bands at 13 and 19.5 µm in AGB stars instead of crystalline α-corundum and spinel due to
the correspondence of the observed and aerosol spectra.
Still, there is plenty of scope with regards to further improvements for this experiment. First
of all, compared to the traditional KBr technique, the extinction measurement in aerosol has
two disadvantages: it requires about 100 mg of material and it is, unfortunately, not quan-
titative. The column density of the dust grains along the spectrometer beam can hardly be
estimated or measured to an accuracy higher than a factor of 2. A better accuracy could be
achieved only by accompanying quantitative KBr measurements or by a determination of the
material’s optical constants, for example, by reflection measurements. In such a case and given
that a theoretical model can be adjusted to represent correctly the morphological properties
of the particulate, the aerosol spectra can be renormalized. Thus, it is necessary to find a way
to modify the aerosol experiment to be quantitative.
Second, here are strong advantages of the aerosol method. Firstly, it lacks the problem of
the embedding medium, which is inherent to the KBr method. A second major advantage
is that the structures of the grains can be analyzed by either in situ or ex situ microscopic
imaging. This allows investigation in detail of the influence of the grain morphology on the
spectra and will hopefully help to calibrate theoretical approaches. More detailed information
regarding the morphological aspects such as fluffy and porous grains can be explored by both
the aerosol measurement and theoretical calculations.
Next, the fractal aggregate formation could be directly studied by IR spectroscopy. Al-
though the particle densities are not high enough to give rise to grain growth so far, it is
possible to observe the growth by aggregation with controlling the dust grain density in the
cell.
Furthermore, the observed emission spectra comprise information of various dust grains. For
that reason, heterogeneous dust grains, which are a mixture of some powdered samples, will
be a next assignment to investigate. Also, the extinction of the wavelength range up to at least
60 µm will be examined. Recent development of high technological telescopes (e.g. Spitzer1,
VISIR2, COMICS3) have the spectroscopic capability to deal with the mid-infrared range up
to 40 µm. Since the crystalline silicates have more absorption peaks beyond 25 µm, a longer
1Spitzer Space Telescope is owned by NASA, U.S.A. It covers the mid-IR range between 5.3 and 40 µm with
low resolution.
2The Very Large Telescope (VLT) spectrometer and imager for mid-infrared (VISIR) is owned by ESO. It
covers the wavelength range between 8 and 13 µm (N-band) and 16.5 and 24.5 µm (Q-band).
3Subaru telescope, The Cooled Mid-Infrared Camera and Spectrometer (COMICS) is owned by National
Astronomical Observatory of Japan (NAOJ). It covers the mid-IR range between 7.8 and 13.3 µ (low
resolution N-band) and 16.7 µm and 20.7 µm (medium resolution Q-band).
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wavelength coverage is necessary for clarifying the precise silicate properties (e.g. forsterite or
olivine).
Finally, it should be possible to manipulate the dust in situ by surface condensation or
irradiation, so that the influences of such effects on the IR spectra can be measured well with
the aerosol technique.
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Appendix A
Equilibrium condensates (P=10−3 atm) by Grossman 1974.
Phase Chemical Formula Condensation Disappearance
Temperature [K] Temperature [K]
Corundum Al2O3 1758 1513
Perovskite CaTiO3 1647 1393
Melilite Ca2Al2SiO7-Ca2MgSi2O7 1625 1450
Spinel MgAl2O4 1513 1362
Metallic Iron (Fe, Ni) 1473
Diopside CaMgSi2O6 1450
Forsterite Mg2SiO4 1444
Ti3O5 1393 1125
Anorthite CaAl2Si2O8 1362
Enstatite MgSiO3 1349
Eskolaite Cr2O3 1294
Metallic Cobalt Co 1274
Alabandite MnS 1139
Rutile TiO2 1125
Alkali Feldspar (Na, K)AlSi3O8 ≈1000
Troilite FeS 700
Magnetite Fe3O4 405
Ice H2O ≤200
I
Appendix
Condensation temperature (P=4.935×10−4 atm) by Sharp 1990.
Phase Chemical Formula Appearance Disappearance
Temperature [K] Temperature [K]
Zirconium Oxide ZrO2 1807
Corundum Al2O3 1716 1496
Perovskite CaTiO3 1639 1400
Melilite Ca2Al2SiO7-Ca2MgSi2O7 1576 1407
Spinel MgAl2O4 1497
Iron Fe 1421
Forsterite Mg2SiO4 1411
Diopside CaMgSi2O6 1411
Vanadium oxide VO 1404 1187
Ti4O3 1401 1092
Nickel Ni 1357
Enstatite MgSiO3 1336
Eskolaite Cr2O3 1253
Vanadium trioxide V2O3 1187
Albandite MnS 1119
MgTi2O5 1092
II
Appendix B
All the abbreviation and acronym terms used in this dissertation.
Abbreviation Whole phrase
AGB stars asymptotic giant branch stars
BCCA Ballistic Cluster-Cluster Aggregates
BPCA Ballistic Particle-Cluster Aggregates
CDE continuous distribution of ellipsoids
Cext extinction cross-section
CTTSs classical T-Tauri stars
DDA discrete dipole approximation
DHS model distribution of hollow spheres model
EDX electron dispersive X-ray
EMT effective medium theory
FTIR Fourier Transformation Infrared Spectroscopy
FWHM full width at half maximum
HAEBE stars Herbig Ae/Be stars
HR diagram Hertzstrung-Russell diagram
IR radation infrared radiation
ISM interstellar mediu
ISO Infrared Space Observatory
KBr pellet potassium bromide pellet
III
Appendix
Abbreviation Whole phrase
LA phonon acoustic longitudinal phonon
LO phonon optical longitudinal phonon
Qext extinction efficiency
SAXS small angle X-ray scattering
sed. sedimentation
SEM scanning electron microscope
TA phonon acoustic transverse phonon
TEM transmission electron microscope
TEOS tetraethyl orthosilicate
TO phonon optical transverse phonon
TTSs T-Tauri stars
UV ultraviolet
WTTSs weak-emission pre-main-sequence stars
(weak-emission T-Tauri stars)
YSOs young stellar objects
β-Pic β- Pictoris
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Lasting regrets result from  the things 
we fail to do, not those we do.
人間は、行動した後悔より、
行動しなかった後悔の方が深く残る。
by Prof. Thomas Dashiff Gilovich
Psychologist, Cornell University
